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BARRIER OPERATOR HAVING SYSTEM 
FOR DETECTING ATTEMPTED FORCED 

ENTRY 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue specifi 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. No. 
08/443,178 filed May 17, 1995, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates, in general, to barrier operators and, 
in particular to a garage door operator including a System for 
detecting when an attempt is made to force open a closed 
garage door. 

Several garage door operator Systems are available on the 
market for maintaining a garage door either in a closed or 
open position. It is clear that the Systems should be relatively 
easy to use and should be able to open the door relatively 
rapidly to allow quick and easy access to the garage. In 
addition, many Systems are provided which include 
detectors, pressure detectors and the like that Sense when the 
garage door is being brought down and the bottom edge of 
the door comes in contact with an obstacle prior to the door 
reaching the fully closed position. These Systems are impor 
tant because they prevent the garage door from closing on 
people, pets or Small objects and, therefore, prevent personal 
injury and property damage. One of the drawbacks of Such 
Systems, however, is that for Some Such Systems, when the 
door has been closed, if a lifting force is applied to the door, 
or instance by an unwanted intruder grabbing the handle of 
the door and attempting to raise it by jacking the door or the 
like, Some Systems through a force measurement routine, 
automatically cause the door to be opened, in order to 
prevent what the garage door operator Senses might be 
potential harm. Of course, if the perSon operating the door 
is attempting to break and enter the garage for nefarious 
purposes and it is important that while the System prevents 
harm, the System also be provided Such that the door cannot 
be forced open if the operator does not want it to be and if 
no perSons or property are in danger. 
A System available from the Stanley Company provides a 

garage door operator having upper travel limit and lower 
travel limit Switches associated therewith. The Switches may 
be set or moved So that the limits of travel may be changed. 
In the Stanley System, for instance, if the door has reached 
a nominal closed position and the operator has its down limit 
Switch position changed, the door will actually dynamically 
track changes in the Switch position and open or close 
according to Switch commands. 

Mechanical Systems may be available that in effect, jam 
the door closed; however, once these Systems are placed in 
effect, if a perSon not knowing that the door is down and 
effectively mechanically locked attempts to open the door 
the garage door operator then attempts to lift the door against 
the locking mechanism and the garage door operator may be 
inadvertently damaged thereby or, at the very least, not open 
the door because it is locked. 
What is needed then is a System which provides a Sensing 

modality for a garage door or other barrier operator which, 
while maintaining all Safety features to prevent personal 
injury or property damage due to unwanted closing of the 
door, nevertheless Senses when an intruder attempts to open 
the door and prevents the door from being opened by a 
positive drive force provided by the garage door operator 
motor. 
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2 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates, in general, to a barrier System 
operator and, in particular, to a garage door operator which 
while having all Safety features for preventing personal 
injury and property damage due to inadvertent closing of the 
garage door, nevertheless provides a positively actuated 
door closure System which prevents forcing the door once it 
has closed without having detected any objects underneath 
it. The System includes a barrier drive including an electric 
motor which may be connected to a belt, chain or Screw 
drive. Means are provided for detecting motion of the 
movable barrier. These means may include a motor 
tachometer, upper and lower limit Switches and the like. 
Means are also provided for detecting when a barrier com 
mand Signal has been given to the barrier drive So that when 
a door has been commanded by a radio frequency control, 
the keypad control, indoor wired control or the like to open, 
the door may be automatically opened. The System also 
includes a Storage device for Storing the commanded State of 
the barrier drive which may be a microcontroller or a 
microprocessor in combination with a memory or Some 
other integrated circuit device capable of Storing digital or 
analog information. The commanded State is Stored and is 
then compared in a comparator means with the position 
indicated by the barrier detection. In the event that the 
comparison of the barrier State Signal and the barrier position 
Signal indicates that the System already has been in a 
lowered position, usually for given time intervals, Such as 27 
Seconds and attempt is made to raise the door causing 
unwanted motion of the door when there has been no up 
command given, an alarm Signal is generated which may be 
passed through electronic and electromechanical logic to the 
door motor causing the door motor to provide thrust to the 
door to hold the door in the closed position. 

In the alternative, the System may also provide a signal to 
operate a visual or audio alarm or to call over a telephonic 
or other wired System to a police department or to a Security 
Service to indicate that the System is being broken into. 

It is a principal object of the present invention to provide 
a barrier operator for opening and closing a movable barrier 
which includes an electronic System for detecting when 
forced entry is being attempted on the carrier and for 
preventing the barrier from being opened. 

Other objects of this invention will become obvious to 
one of ordinary skill in the art upon a perusal of the 
following Specification and claims in light of the accompa 
nying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of an apparatus comprising 
a garage door operator and embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a portion of the head unit and 
asSociated controls of the apparatus shown in FIG. 1; 

FIG. 3 is FIGS. 3A-3C are a schematic diagram show 
ing details of the circuit shown in FIG. 2; 

FIG. 4 is a flow chart of a top level flow diagram for the 
apparatus embodying the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a flow diagram of an upper limit routine; 
FIGS. 6A and 6B are a flow diagram controlling travel 

upward; 
FIG. 7 is a flow diagram of a down limit routine; 
FIGS. 8A and 8B are a flow chart of a downward or 

closing movement routine, 
FIG. 9 is a flow chart of a barrier closed routine; and 
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FIG. 10 is a flow chart of an auto-reverse time delay 
routine. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring now to the drawings and especially to FIG. 1, 
more Specifically a movable barrier door operator or garage 
door operator is generally shown therein and includes a head 
unit 12 mounted within a garage 14. More specifically, the 
head unit 12 is mounted to the ceiling of the garage 14 and 
includes a rail 18 extending therefrom with a releasable 
trolley 20 attached having an arm 22 extending to a multiple 
paneled garage door 24 positioned for movement along a 
pair of door rails 26 and 28. The system includes a hand-held 
transmitter unit 30 adapted to Send Signals to an antenna 32 
positioned on the head unit 12 and coupled to a receiver as 
will appear hereinafter. An external control pad 34 is posi 
tioned on the outside of the garage having a plurality of 
buttons thereon and disposed to communicate via radio 
frequency transmission with the antenna 32 of the head unit 
12. An optical emitter 42 is connected via a power and Signal 
line 44 to the head unit. An optical detector 46 is connected 
via a wire 48 to the head unit 12. 

The head unit 12 has a wired wall control panel 43 
connected to it via a line or wire 43a, as is shown in FIG. 2. 
More specifically, the wall control panel 43 is connected to 
a charging circuit 70 and a discharging circuit 72 coupled via 
respective lines 74 and 76 to a wall control decoder 78. The 
wall control decoder 78 decodes closures of a plurality of 
Switches 80, 82 and 84 in the wall circuit. The wall control 
panel also includes a light emitting diode 86 connected by a 
resistor 88 to the line 43a and to ground. Switch 80 is the 
command switch, Switch 82 is the work light Switch and 
Switch 84 is the vacation Switch. Switch closures are 
decoded by the wall decoder 78 which sends signals along 
lines 90 and 92 to a motor control 94 coupled via motor 
control lines 96 to an electric motor 98 positioned within the 
head unit. Atachometer 100 receives a mechanical feed from 
the motor 98 and provides feedback signals on lines 102 to 
the motor controller. 

The receiver unit also includes an antenna 110 coupled to 
receive radio frequency Signals either from the fixed RF 
keypad 34 or the hand-held transmitter 30. The RF signals 
are fed to a radio frequency receiver 112 where they are 
buffer amplified and supplied to a bandpass circuit 114 
which outputs low frequency Signals in the range of 1 Hz to 
1 kHz. The low frequency signals are fed to an analog-to 
digital converter 116 that Sends digitized code Signals to a 
radio controller 118. The radio controller 118 is also con 
nected to receive Signals from a non-volatile memory 120 
over a non-volatile memory buS 122 and to communicate via 
lines 124 and 126 with the motor controller 94. A timer 128 
is also provided, coupled via lines 130 with the radio 
controller, a line 132 with the motor controller and a line 134 
with the wall control decoder 78. A barrier travel limit 
detection device 190 includes an up limit detector 190a and 
a down limit detector 190b that sends signals to pins P20 and 
P21 of the microcontroller 282 (as depicted in FIG. 3b). The 
obstacle detector comprising the emitter 42 and detector 46 
send signals to pins P03 and P30 of the microcontroller 282 
(as depicted in FIG. 3b) indicating when an obstacle is 
blocking the path of the door. 

Referring now to FIG. 3, the system shown in FIG. 3 is 
shown therein with the antenna 110 coupled to a reactive 
divider network 250, comprised of a pair of series connected 
inductances 252 and 254 and capacitors 256 and 258, which 
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4 
supplies an RF signal to the buffer amplifier 112 having an 
NPN transistor 260 connected to receive the RF signal at its 
emitter 261. The NPN transistor 260 has a capacitor 262 
connected to it for power supply isolation. The buffer 
amplifier 112 provides a buffered radio frequency output 
signal on a lead 268. The buffered RF signal is fed to an 
input 270 which forms part of a Super-regenerative receiver 
272 having an output at a line 274 coupled to the bandpass 
filter 114 which provides output to a comparator 278. The 
bandpass filter 114 and analog-to-digital converter provide a 
digital level output signal at a lead 280 which is supplied to 
an input pin P32 of an 8-bit Zilog microcontroller 282. 
The microcontroller 282 may have its mode of operation 

controlled by a programming or learning Switch 300 posi 
tioned on the outside of the head unit 12 and coupled via a 
line 302 to the P26 pin of the microcontroller 282. The wired 
control panel 43 is connected via the lead 43a to input pins 
P06 and P07 The microcontroller 282 has a 4 MHz crystal 
328 connected to it to provide clock signals. A force Sensor 
330 includes a bridge circuit having a potentiometer 332 for 
Setting the up force and a potentiometer 334 for Setting the 
down force, respectively connected to inverting terminals of 
a first comparator 336 and a second comparator 338. The 
comparator 336 sends an up force signal over a line 339a. 
The comparator 338 sends a down force signal over the line 
339b, respectively to pins P04 and P05 of the 8-bit micro 
controller 282. Although details of the operation of the 
microcontroller in conjunction with other portions of the 
circuit will be discussed hereinafter, it should be appreciated 
that the P01 pin of the microcontroller is connected via a 
resistor 350 to a line 352 which is coupled to an NPN 
transistor 354 that controls a light relay 356 which may 
supply current via a lead 358 to a fight in the head unit or the 
like. Similarly, the pin P000 feeds an output signal on a line 
360 to a resistor 362 which biases a base of an NPN 
transistor 364 to cause the transistor 364 to conduct, drawing 
current through the coil of the relay an up relay 366 causing 
an up motor command to be sent over a line 90 to the motor 
98. Finally, the P02 pin sends a signal through a line 370 to 
a resistor 372 via a line 374 to the base of an NPN transistor 
376 connected to control current through a coil of a down 
control relay 378 which is coupled by one of the leads to the 
motor 98 to control motion of the motor 98. 

Electric power is received on a hot AC line 390 and a 
neutral line AC line 392 which are coupled to a transformer 
393 at its primary winding 394. The AC is stepped down at 
a secondary winding 395 and is full wave rectified by a full 
wave rectifier 3%. It may be appreciated that, in the 
alternative, a half wave rectifier may also be used. 
A plurality of filter capacitors 398 receive the full wave 

rectified fluctuating Voltage and remove Some transients 
from the Voltage Supplying a Voltage with reduced fluctua 
tion to an input of a voltage regulator 400. The voltage 
regulator 400 produces a 5-volt output signal available at a 
lead 402 for use in other portions of the circuit. 

Referring now to FIG. 4, a top level routine is shown 
therein which is entered every two milliseconds upon at 
timing interrupt in a step 500. The routine then enters a 
variety of other routines depending upon the value of a State 
number. When the state number is 2 an upper limit routine 
is entered in a step 502. If the state number is 1, a traveling 
up routine is entered in a state 504. If the state is 5, a down 
limit routine is entered in a step 506. If the state is 4, a 
traveling down routine is entered in a step 508. If the state 
is 6, a barrier halt or Stopped in middle routine is entered in 
a step 510. If the state is 0, an auto-reverse time delay routine 
is entered in a step 512. When any of the aforementioned 
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routines 502 through 512 are exited, a return step 514 is 
entered and other portions of code not pertinent to this 
invention are executed. 

In the event that the state equals 2, the routine 502 is 
entered as may best be seen in FIG. 5 wherein the upper limit 
Switch has indicated that the door has reached the upper end 
of its authorized travel, the motor is Switched off and a 
watchdog timer is started in a step 514. The work light 
command flag is Set in Step 516 to toggle the work light on. 
In a step 518, a radio command or wall control command 
flag is tested for and, if set, the state is set to 4. In a step 520, 
the routine is exited and return is switched to the step 514. 
In the event that the state has been set equal to 4, in step 518 
at the next 2 millisecond interval, control is transferred to the 
routine 508. 

In the event that the State has been Set equal to 1, control 
is transferred to a barrier traveling up or a barrier opening 
routine shown in FIGS. 6A and 6B. In a step 522, the work 
light is turned on and in the event that the light was off, a 
delay of 40 milliseconds is then provided to turn on the up 
motor output, the down motor output is turned off and the 
hold door closed flag is cleared. In a Step 524, after a start 
up delay of 1 Second the rpm period of the tachometer is 
tested against the look up force and if the rpm period is too 
brief, a State is Set to indicate that the door has stopped in 
mid travel. In a step 526, a test is made to determine whether 
the one Second timer has exceeded one Second and whether 
the rpm period is below the Set force limit indicating that the 
door has been halted in an unwanted manner. If it is not, 
control is transferred to a step 528 wherein the state variable 
is set to 6, following which the routine is exited in a step 530. 
In the event that the decision in step 526 is positive, the up 
limit input is tested. If the Voltage is low, it is increased. If 
it is high, the debounce is decreased. Control is then trans 
ferred to a test step 532 to test whether the limit debounce 
is greater than 24 milliseconds. If it is, the State is Set equal 
to 2 in a step 534 and the routine is exited in a step 536. If 
the limit debounce is less than 24 milliseconds, control is 
transferred to a step 540 where a 27 second time out is 
decremented and tested for. If the time out is Zero, the State 
is Set as indicating that the door has stopped in mid travel. 
A step 542 is executed to test for either a radio or wall 
control command flag having been Set and, if So, the State is 
Set as Stop in mid travel. The routine is then executed in a 
step 544. 

In the event that the State has been Set equal to 5, a routine 
506 to handle down limits, as shown in FIG. 7, is entered. 
In a step 550, a hold door closed flag is tested to determine 
whether it is set or not. If it is not set, control is transferred 
to a step 552 to determine whether the 27 seconds timer has 
timed out following the down limit having been Set, indi 
cating that the door has safely closed and did not contact an 
obstruction or obstacle. In the event that the hold door closed 
flag has been set, as tested for in step 550, control is 
transferred to a step 554 testing whether the down limit 
indicates the door is open and whether the motor has been 
given enough current or turned on long enough to provide 10 
rpm pulses. In the event that the 27 Second clock has not 
been timed out as indicated by step 552, control is trans 
ferred to a step 556, Switching the motor off, and starting a 
watchdog timer. Control is then transferred to a step 558 to 
determine if the work light command flag has been Set and, 
if it has, the work light is toggled. Control is then transferred 
to a step 560, testing for whether there is a radio command 
or wall control command flag. If So, the State is Set equal to 
1 and the routine is exited in a return step 562. In the event 
that the down limit does not indicate that the door is open 
and the motor has been turned enough to give 10 rpm pulses, 
control is transferred to a step 564 Setting the State equal to 
4 and Setting the hold door closed flag. The State equal 4 
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6 
indicates that the door is to be traveling down, thereby 
causing the barrier to close after the 27 Second limit has 
timed out. 

In the event the State has been Set equal to 4 to command 
the door to travel down, the routine 508 is entered as shown 
in FIGS. 8A and 8B. In a step 570, the work light is turned 
on, and if the light had previously been off, a delay of 40 
milliseconds occurs following which down motor output is 
turned on and the up motor output is turned off, the watch 
dog is also Started. In a step 572, a test is made to determine 
whether the 1 Second timer has exceeded 1 Second and 
whether the rpm period is indicative of a force limit having 
been exceeded. If So, indicating that the door is Stalled on an 
obstacle, control is transferred to a step 574, Setting a State 
equal to Zero and the routine is exited in a step 576. If the 
door has not been indicated to be stalled by the step 572, 
control is transferred to a step 578 testing the status of the 
down limit input. If it is low, the debounce is increased. If 
it is high, the debounce is decreased. In a step 580, the limit 
debounce is tested to determine whether it is greater than or 
equal to 24 milliseconds. If it is, the State is Set equal to 5 in 
a step 582 and the routine is exited in a step 584. If it is not, 
the 27 Second time out is decremented and tested to deter 
mine if it is Zero. If it is Zero, the State is Set equal to Zero 
in a step 586. In a step 588, a test is made to determine 
whether the radio or wall control command flag has been Set 
and, if so, the state is then set equal to 6. In a step 590, as 
shown in FIG. 8B, the timer associated with the optical 
detector is tested to determine whether it is greater than 10 
milliseconds and, if it is, indicating that an obstacle is 
blocking the light path, the State is Set equal to Zero to cause 
the auto-reverse routine 512 to be entered following exiting 
from this routine. It will be entered on the next interrupt 
which is in less than 2 milliseconds. Control is then trans 
ferred to a step 592, testing whether the motor speed 
indicated that the door had been forced upward. If it is not 
the routine is exited in a step 594. If the rpm sensing 
indicates that the door has been forced upward, a test is made 
in the step 596 to determine if the command is still valid, 
indicating the door is to move upward. If it is not, control is 
transferred to a step 598 setting the state equal to zero which 
will cause the door to auto reverse and move down. Control 
is then transferred to a step 600 exiting the routine. 

In the event that the State has been Set equal to 6, the 
routine 510 shown in FIG. 9 is entered. A test is made to 
determine whether the motor motion indicates that the door 
has been forced upward. If So, a flag is Set to turn off the light 
and the electric motor is Switched off and the watchdog is 
Started. If the worklight command flag has been Set in a step 
604, the work light is then toggled. In a step 606, a test is 
made to determine whether the radio command or wall 
control command flag has been Set and, if it has, the State is 
then Set equal to 4 which will cause entry of the traveling 
down routine 508. The routine is then exited in a step 608. 

In the event that the State has been Set equal to Zero 
indicating that an auto reverse is to be commanded, the 
routine 512 is entered in a step 620, the motor is turned off 
and a watchdog timer is started. In the Step 622, the delay 
timer is decreased and if 0.5 Seconds has expired, the State 
is Set equal to 1 to cause the door to travel upward on the 
next 2 millisecond interrupt. In a step 624, a test is made for 
the radio command or wall control command flag being Set. 
If it has, the stopped in middle routine 510 will be entered 
on the next interrupt. The routine 512 is then exited in a step 
626. 
While there has been illustrated and described a particular 

embodiment of the present invention, it will be appreciated 
that numerous changes and modifications will occur to those 
skilled in the art, and it is intended in the appended claims 
to cover all those changes and modifications which fall 
within the true Spirit and Scope of the present invention. 
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NON. WOLMEMORY MAP 

CYCLE COUNTER 1st 16 eITS 
CYCLE COUNTER2ND STS 
WACATION FLAG 
A MEMORY ADDRESS LAST written 
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20-2F CperAION BACK TRACK 

30-3F FORCE BACK RAC 

31 

34H 

36 

OUTPUt 

SWIC-STATUS 
XXXXXXX0 UP LM OPEN 
XXXXXXX PLM. COSEO 
XXXXXXX DOWNMT OPEN 
XXXxxxx DOWNIMT CLOSED 
XXXXXXX COMMANO Open 
XXXXXXX COMMAN CLOSED 
XXXXXXX WORKSHT ON 
XXXXXXX WORKLIGHT CLOSEO 
XXXXXXX WACAON OPEN 
XXXXXXX WACAKONCLOSE 

SYSTEMSTATUS 
XXXXSSSS STATE DATA 
XXXXXXX NON ARN do 
XXXXXXX NLEARN MOO 
XXOXXXXX NOT IN WACATION MODE 
XX1XXXXX NWACAON MOOE 
XOXXXXXX GHT OFF 
XXXXXXX G. CN 
OXXXXXXX ACBS OK 
XXXXXXX AOBSERROR 

RPMPROD 
RTURNED HIGHBY 
RETURNED LOWBYTE 

ORCE 
RETURNED DOWN Force 
RETURNO p ORCE 

RADiO MEMORY CODES PAGE 00 
32BYES 

RADiO MEMORY Codes PAGE to 
32BYES 

OPERATION HISTORY PAGE20 
32 BYES 

FORCE HISTORY PAGE30 

MEMORY TSTANderASE ALL 
COOK 

10 

10 
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Ff ERROR 

39H SET PROGRAMMODE 

RASON 
CO COMMAND 
O RADiO COMMANO 

20 FORCE 
30 AX OBS 
40 A REWERSE DEAY 
SO M 
SC EARLYM 
70 MOTOR MAX TIME TIME OUT 
80 MOTOR COMMANE OFF RPM CAUSING AREW 
90 DOWN AT WITH COMMAND HELO 
AO DOWN LIM WITH TE RAOC HELO 
BO RELEASE OF COMMAND OR RADIO AFTERA FORCED 

UP MOTOR ON DUE TO RPMPULSEWTHGMOOR OFF 

STATE 

00 AUTOREVERSE DELAY 
01 RAWENG JP drCON 
O2 AT THE UP LIMT AND STOPEO 
03 ERROR RESET 
04 RAVELING DOWN ORECON 
O5 At THE DOWN LIMIT 
OS SOPPEON MIRAwl 

1) AdBS SHORTED 
2) AOBS OPEN MISS ALIGNED 
3) COMMAND SHORTED 
4) PROTECTOR INTERMITTENENT 
5). CALLDEALER 

A) No RPM IN THE FIRST SECOND 
By RPM FORCED AREVERSE 
C) 

DOG2 ISA SECONDARY WATCHOOG USEDO 
RESET THE SYSTEM iF THE LOWEST VEMAtNLOOP" 
IS NOREACHED WIN A3 SECONd 

12 

12 
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EQUATESTAMENS 

checksum value 
TIMER o 
TIMEROEN 
TIMER1EN 

MOTOR H. 
MOTOR LO 
PWM CHARGE 
PWR DISCHARGE 
LGHT 
LIGHT ON 
MCTORUP 
MOTOR DN 
ON LIMIT 
UP LIMIT 
OSSW 
COISSW 
SWITCHES 
CHARGESW 
CCHARGE. Sw 
PWMH: 
COMPARATORS 
DOWN COMP 
UP COMP 
PWM_DIS 
POMINIT 
P2MINIT 
P3M NIT 
Pos INT 
P2SINIf 
P3SINIT 
FASH 
WORKLIGH 

COMCHARGE 
WORK CHARGE 
WAC CHARGE 

COMDIS 
WORKDS 
WACDIS 

CMD TEST 
WLTEST 
v Ac TEST 
CHARGE 

AUTO REV 
uPoirection 
UP POSITION 
on direction 

ECU 
ECU 

ECU 
ECU 
Qu 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
EQU 
EOU 
.ECU 
EOU 
.EQU 
ECU 
..QU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
EQU 
ECU 
OU 
ECU 
QU 
EOU 
ECU 
EOU 

ECU 
ECU 

ECU 
ECU 
EOU 

ECU 
ECU 
ECU 

.ECU 
ECU 
.ECU 
ECU 

ECJ 
ECU 
ECU 
.ECU 

O9AH 
OH 

03 
OCH 

034H. 
OBCH 

OFF 

OH 

Oh 
100000008 
011111B 
01.000000B 
0.1000003 
10111113 
OH 
30H 
20H 
10H 
20H 
00001008 
O1000 18 
000000118 
00000008 
0000118 
00000000s 

14 

set mode poo-po3 out po4p07in 

; set port3p30-p33 input ANALOG mode 

14 
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P equ 2 port 2 
PO equ () po? () 

ALLON LIMR equ 00111101b. 1urn on ini for timers rpm auxobs radio 
RETURNIMR equ 00011101 b ; return on the IMR 

Global REGISTERS 

STATUS EQU 04H : CMD TEST 00 
; W TEST ol 
; VAC. TEST 02 
; CHARGE 93 

SAE EQU 05h ; state register 
PwFASTATUS ECU SH 
Pwy_OFF ECU 07h 
AUTODELAYH ECU 08H 
AUTO DELAY LO ECU 9h 
AUTO DELAY ECU 08H 
MOTOR TIMERHI ECU OAH 
MOTOR TIMERLO EQU obH 
MOTOR TIMER ECU OAH 
LIGHT TIMERh ECU OCH 
LIGHT TIMERLO ECU DH 
LIGHT TIMER EU OCH 

PRELIGHT ECU OFH 
SW DATA ECU 1 OH 
ONEP2 ECU 1H 12 SEC MERTCK 125 
LAST CMD ECU 12H ;LAST COMMAND FROM 

55 WALL CONTROL 
is 00 RADIO 

BCODEFLAG ECU 13H B CODE FLAG 
;77 b code 

RPMONES ECU 14- ; RPMPULSE ONE SECONDOSABE 
RPMCLEAR ECU 15H RPMPULSE CAR AND TESTIMER 
FAREWFLAG ECU 18- RPM FORCEDAREWFLAG 

88H FOR A FORCED REVERSE 
FLASH FLAG ECU 17h 
FLASH DELAYH EOU 18H - 
FLASH DELAY LO EOU 19th 
FASHDELAY ECU 18H 
FASH COUNTER ECU AH 
REASON ECU BH 

; OO COMMAND 
; 10 RADiO COMMAND 
2D FORCE 
;30 AUXOBS 
;40 AUTOREVERSE DELAYTIMOUT 
50 LMT 
60 EARLYM 
70 MOTOR MAXTMOUT 

; 80 FORCED ARev FROM RPM 
90 CLOSED WITH COMMAND HELD 
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LIGHTFLAG 
CMD DES 
LIGHToeb 
v ACOEB 

TIMER GROUP 
swaddress.ht 
Swaddressio 
swaddress 
addresshi 
addressio 
address 

switch delay 
Init 
obscount 
s232dio 
rS232d 
Scomrand 
rS232docount 
fs232dicourt 
fs232odelay 
rS232delay 
rS232ccount 
rs232page 

SwiTCHDELAY 
LiMT 
OBSCOUNT 
RS232C 
RS232 
RSCOMMAND 
RS232CCOUNT 
RS232COUNT 
RS232ODELAY 
RS232DELAY 
RS232CCOUNT 
RS232PAGE 

EOU 
ECU 
..QU 
EQU 

ECU 
equ 
equ 
..equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
..equ 
..equ 
equ 
..equ 
equ 
equ 

EQU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
ECU 
.EOU 
ECU 
EU 
ECU 
.ECU 
ECU 
.ECU 
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; AO CLOSEC WITH THE RADIO HELC 
1 CH 

10 
r11 
2 

r13 
14 
r15 

TIMERGROUP-4 
TIMERGROUP-5 
TIMERGROUP-6 
TIMERGROUP-7 
TIMERGROUP-8 
TIMERGROUP-9 
TMERGROUP-10 
TIMER GROUP-11 
TIMER GROUP-12 
TIMERGROUP-13 
TMERGROUP-14 
TIMERGROUP-15 

sea a na app seaso speeaa oaseraesareouseseeahawversees a 

LEARNEE GRCUP FOR LOOPSECT 
.ow 00P is see ww ava so asses wow a rape sesses werews sers - savese-arrassawa 

LEARNEE GRP 
TMPH ..equ 
EMP equ 
EMP equ 
EARNDB equ 
LEARN .edu 
ERASET equ 
MTEMPh equ 
MTEMPL egu 
MTEMP equ 
SERA equ 
ADDRESS equ 

LEARNEE GRP 
LEARNEE GRP-1 
LEARNEE GRP-2 

30 

LEARNEE GRP-3 lear debouncer 
LEARNEE GRP4 , learn timer 
LEARNEE GRP-5 erase timer 
LEARNEE GRP-5 ; memory temp 
LEARNEE GRP+7 ; memory temp 
LEARNEE GRP-8 ; memory temp 
LEARNEE GRP9 , serial data to and from nonwol memory 
LEARNEE GRP+10 ; address for the serial nonvol memory 

20 
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AC:33 equ RADIO GRP-10 , 3 nS code storage low byte 
RAOOH equ RADiO GRP-11 ; 1 mS code storage high byte 
RA). C1L equ RADiO GRP-12 ; 1 mS code storage low byte 
RADIOC equ RADiO GRP-13 ; radio word count 
RTMEDH equ RADIO GRP 14 radio difference of active and inactive 

:- RTMED equ RADIOGRP 15 ; radio difference 
rtemp equ ro ; radio temp storage 
rternph equ r1 ; radio temp storage high 
rempl equ r2 , radio temp storage low 
firmeah equ r3 ; radio active tirThe high byte 
rtmeal equ ra ; radio active time low byte 
rtimeh equ rS , radio inactive time high byte 
rt? the equ ré , radic inactive time low byte 
rtimeph equ r? ; radio past time high byte 
rtimepl equ ra ; radio past timekow byte 
fadio3h equ rs : 3 mS code storage high byte 
ado.3 equ r10 : 3 mS code storage low byte 
radiolh eau r1 ; 1 mS code storage high byte 
radio equ r12 ; 1 mS code storage low byte 
radioc equ r13 radio word count 
rtriedh equ r14 radio difference of active and inactive 

... rtimed equ r5 , radio difference 

CHECKGRP equ 7OH 
checksum equ ro ; check surn pointer 

--- rom data equ r1 
estadri hi , equ 2 
testadrio equ r3 
test adr equ r2 
CHECKSUM equ CHECKGRP--0 ; check sum regto? por 
ROMDATA equ CHECKGRP-1 , data read 
AuXLEARNSW equ CHECKGRP+2 
RRO equ CHECKGRP+3 
RPM AcounT equ 74h ; to test for active rpm 
RSCCOUNT ..equ 75h ; rs232 byte counter 
RSSTART equ 76H ; rs232 start flag 

RADIOCMD eau 77H ; radio command 
RDEAD TME equ 78 
FAULT equ 79h 

WACFLAG equ 7AH ; VACATION mode flag 
WACFLASH equ 78H 
WACCHANGE equ 7CH 
TASKSWTCH equ 7DH 
FORCE IGNORE equ 7th 
FORCE PRE equ 7Fh 
SdiSABLE equ 80H ; system disable timer 
PRADiO3H ..equ 81H ;3 mS coda storage high byte 
PRAdio3. equ 82h ;3 mS code storage low byte 
PRADiO1H equ 83h ; 1 mS code storage high byte 
PRADiO1 equ 84h ; 1 mS code storage low byte 
RTO equ 85H radio tirThe out 
RFLAG equ 86H ; radio flags 
RNFTER equ 87h ; radio input filter 

yath 
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GHis 
OCG2 
FAUTFLAG 
MODE 
LIGHTS 
DEAYC 
COUNTER 

BACKUP GRP 
Forceddowry 
BRPM CounT 
BRPMTIME OUT 
BFORCE IGNORE 
BAUTODELAYH 
BAUTODELAY LO 
BAUTODELAY 
BCMD DEB 
BSAE 

SACKTOP equ 
STACKENO equ 

P3 equ 
P2 equ 
PO equ 

RS232OS equ 
RS2320C equ 
RS232OP equ 
RS232 P equ 
RS232M .eu 
csh equ 
cs ..equ 
clockh .80 
clock ..equ 
coh equ 
dol equ 
led equ 
led equ 
psmask ..equ 
cspor equ 
dioport ..equ 
ckport equ 
ledport ..equ 
psport equ 

WATCHDOG GROUP . 
pcorn 
smr 
worf 

WOt facto 
byte 

..equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 

equ 
..equ 
equ 
..equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
equ 
.edu 

3 
2 
C 
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88H , light tither for second flash 
89 : Second watchdog 
8BH ... tag for fault blink stops radio blink 
8CH ... motor time delay 
Bo- , tight state 
8th , for the time delay for command 
8- ; delay counter 

90 
BACKUP GRP 
BACKUP GRP 1 
BACKUP GRP2 
BACKUP GRP-3 
BACKUP GRP4 
BACKUP GRP45 
BACKUP GRP-4 
BACKUP GRP-6 
BACKUP GRP-7 

; start of the stack 
; end of the stack 

; port 3 
; port 2 
; port O 

0.1000000B ; RS232 output bit set 
1011111B RS232 output bit clear 
P3 
P2 

; RS232 output port 
; RS232 input port 

0000000B ; RS232 frask 
00000008 , chip select high for the 93046 
1 101 B ; chip select low for 93.c46 
00001000B ; clock high for 93o46 
11101B : clock low for 93.c46 

000001OOB ; data out high for 93.c46 
11 1 0118 ; data out low for 93cas 
10000000 turn the led pin high "on 
O 1111B turn the led pin low "off" 
C10000003 ; mask for the program switch 
P2 , chip select port 

; data i?oport 
, clock port 
led port 

; program switch port 

OFh 

ris 

28 

28 
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endrin 

byte 
endm 

TRAP Tacfo 

p 
p 

JP 
P 
endm 

TRAPO facd 
TRAP 
tRAP 
RAP 

TRAP 
RAP 

TRAP 
RAP 
TRAP 
RAP 
RAP 

..endt 
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OFFh 

star 
start 
start 
start 
start 

werwww.we w w 8 a a hu Aa a 4 we to 8 appe doow Arop was he 

interrupt vectof Table 

.org 

word 
word 
word 
word 
word 
word 

page 
.org 

FORCE TABLE 

0000 

RADIONT Roo 
OOOCH Ro1, P3.3 
RM Roe, P3. 
AUXOBS ;RO3, P3.0 
TMERUO ;IROA, TO 
PWM Ros, T1 

OOOCH 
SAR ; star imps to start at location 010 or 0202 ect 

force table 50: 
0: word 
1. word 
2. Word 
3 Wor 
4. Word 
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F61. word 
F 62: word 
F.63 word 
F 64: word 
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RS232 DATA ROUTINES 

enter rS232 start with word to output in rs232do 

RS232OSTART: 
push 
sp 
cir 
ld 
clf 
and 
jr 

RS232. 
Cp 
Jr. 

RS232OUPUT: 
push 
sp 
cip 
r 
Of 
JR 

RS232R: 
dinz 
C 

scf 
rfc 

r 

f 
RS232SET 

or 
SETIME: 

trn 
ir 
l 

NORSOUT 
RS232INPUT: 

jf 
cir 

rp 
#TIMERGROUP 
RSSTART 
rs232Odelay. 6d 
rS232docount 
RS232OPRS232OC 
NORSO 

RSSTART OFF 
2. RS232CSTART 

p 
ATIMERGROUP 
rs232docount. 11d 
nzRS232R 
RS232OPYRS232OS 
NORSOU 

rs232odelay NORSOUT 
rS232docount 

rS232.do 
c. RS232SET 
RS232OP, RS232OC 
SETTIME 

RS232OPYRS232OS 
rs232odelay, 6d 
rS232docount.#0000000b 
2, NORSOUT 
rs232odelay, 7d 

rs232dicount, OFFH 
nz, RECEWING 
RS232 PRS232M 
nz, NORSIN 
rs232dicount 
rs232delay, 3 

with 

save the p 
Set the group pointer 
one shot 
set the time delay to 3, mS 
start with the counter at 0 
clear the output 

test for the start flag 

save the rp 
set the group pointer 
test for last 

set the output ide 

; cycle count time delay 
; set the count for the next cycle 
; set the carry flag for stop bits 
, get the data into the carry 
; if the bit is high then set 
dear the output 
find the delay time 

Set the output 

set the data output delay 
test for odd words 
if even done 
set the delay to 7 for odd 
this gives 6.5".512mS 

test rode 
if receiving then jump 
test the incoming data 
if the line is still die then skip 
start at O 
set the delay to mid 

34 
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RECEWIG 
dinz rs232idelay, NORSiN : skip til delay is up 
ific rS232d Count , bit counter 
Cp rS232d count. 10d test for last timeout 
ir 2OEVEN 
m RS232P, RS232M , test the incorning data 
rcf clear the carry 
f zSKIPSETTING ; if input bit not set skip setting carry 
sc , set the carry 

SKPSENG: 
frc rS232d: save the data into the memory 
id rs232idelay.#6d , set the delay 
m rs232dicount, #00000001b test for odd 

jr 2, NORSIN ; if even skip 
d rs232idelay, #7 ; Set the delay 

- - jr NORSiN 
DiEVEN. 

d rs232dicount, OFFH , turn off the input till next star 
d riscommand, rs232d , Save the value 

- cir RSCCOUNT clear the counter 
NORSN 

pop rp ; return the rp 
ret 
Fl 
FL 

httdows its v Fess a se beese season 

REGISTERNLIZATION 

org 01 01 h address has both bytes the same 
start 
STAR di , turn off the interrupt for init 

ld RP.WATCHDoG GROUP 
d wdtmr,00001111B , rc dog 100mS 
WOT ; kick the dog 
clf p ; clear the register pointer 

8 www - w w was 8wee88st tepa het on he pow we handesas wowe assessesswa 

PORT INTZATION 

d PO, APO1s NIT ; RESET all ports 
d P2. P2S NIT-2 ; Set the up limit high, down limit low 
ld P3, AP3SINT 
ld PO1 M.A.P01 MINIT ; set mode poo-po3 out po4-po7in 
d P3MP3MINT ; set port3p30-p33 input analog node 

; p34-p37 outputs 
P2M, (P2M.INIT-3) , set port 2 mode setting the limits as 

; outputs for fema of open 
h 48 wated waves a sess assa 84 pagea saa-eeeeeeeeee-rr 

interthal RAM. Test and Reset A RAM mS 
''''' 8" fifth-tatt th9th the 4 vasawwaasaasses 
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SIP 
ld 

write again, 

ld 
write again 

ld 
CP 

f 

clf 
inc 
cp 

sp 
ld 
d 

add surn: 
WOT 
idc 
add 
decw 
Jr. 
Cp 
r 

systern error 
and 
f 

byte 
systemok: 

WOT 

c 
SETSTACKLOOP: 

l 
dec 
ap 
r 

CLEAROONE: 
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OFCh. ; point to control group use slack 
r15.4 ;r15-pointer (minimum of RAM) 

KICK THE DOG 
r14. 

Ger 15,r14 write 12.48, 10.20,40.80 
r14, Gor 15 then compare 
ne.system error 
14 
nc. write again 
gr15 write RAM(r5)-0 to memory 
rts 
r15:240 
ult, write again 

wcHECKGRP 
testadrhi, #OFH 
test adrio, OFFH TaxirTurn address.ffh 

KCK THE DOG 
rom data,Gotestadr :read ROM code one by one 
checksum, rom data add it to checksum register 
testadr increment ROM address 
nz,add sun address-0 ? 
checksum, checksum value 
Z,systemok check final checksum - 00? 

ledport, led , turth on the ED to indicate tauk 
system entor 

256-checksum value 

- ; kick the dog 

STACKEND, STACKTOP ; start at the top of the stack 

(STACKENd,01H , set the value for the stack vector 
SACKEND , next address 
STACKEND STACKEND test or the last address 
nz,SETSTACKLOOP ; loop till done 

STATE,06d ; set the state to stop 
BSTATE,06d 
STATUS, CHARGE ; Set start to charge 

yirbs 
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d SWITCH_DELAY CMD CELEX , set the delay time to cmd 
ld LIGHT TIMER H SET TIMEH ; set the light period 
ld GHT TIMERLO, #Set TIMELO , for the 4.5 mintimer 
d PRELIGHT, SET TIME PRE 
ld PULSEWOTh. MINCOUNT ; set init 
ld PWM CounT, TOTAL PwMCOUNT, 
id RPMONES,244d set the hold off 
id RS232COCOUNTA1D , turn of the rs232 output 
sp LEARNEE GRP 
d leamdb, OFF , set the earn debouncer 
d zzwin.earthdb , turn off the learning 
d CMD DEB, learndib , in case of shorted switches 
d BCMD DEB,earndb - , in case of shorted switches 
id WACDEBlearndb 
d LIGHDEB,learndib 
d ERASearindb ise the erase tirther 
ld learn.earndb ; set the learn tither 
d RTO, learndt , set the radio tirThe out 
d AUXLEARNSW.learindb , turn off the aux learn switch 
d RRTO, learndb ; set the radio timer 

. A 4 a a www a wars o so a row w w bow we o 8 yrs ess esse a wrowawa vowu eu essa w wow wavowee 

SACKNLIZATION 
loos w a on wwww a wres 8 sess w8 on a we wes a ea as a so word was a a was a sw 

clf 254 
ld 255, #238O , set the star of the stack 

to two w dowa is a w w we 8 or a o A awwo 0 deave besee he has ad a saw a se - www as a 

TIMER INITILIZATION 
s as as 44 w w w he that 8. At the wood Aw pave www.wawa 

d PREO, soooot001b. , set the prescaler to 12 for 8Mhz. 
d PRE to 100001 OB one shot mode 16 

TO, OOOH ; set the counter to count FF through O 
ld T1, MIN COUNT set in court 
d TMR.000000118 turn on the tirther 

a ere sea essa ouera o ossess sesses noonsensorse-esses enoa are 

ON 
no re downtoarea Aobe Aw verd 

ld Po, Po1S INIT ; RESET a ports 
d P2, P2SINIT 
d P3, P3SINT 
id PO1 M.P01M_NT ; set mode poo-po3 out p04-po7in 
ld P3M.P3M NIT ; set port3 p30-p33 input analog mode 

; p34-p37 outputs 
ld P2M, (P2MINT+0) , set port 2 mode 

. A? haw he wool www88 the 800 a papa was www. 

EADT EMOR ND GET THE WACFLAG 
data A path 89ers esses addressee evaporea 

kd SKPRADIOOFFH 
d ADDRESSEh ; set non vol address to the WAC flag 

dair 
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cal READMEMORY read the value 2X1X INT2No read 
cal READEMORY read the value 
ld WACF AGMTMPH Save to wolita 
c SKPRADO 

wifts 8 as saw aw was s. 

Rrup NZATION 
*** * * *w 8 v 8 he was a see sesses. 

SETINTERRUPTs 
PROOOOOB , set the priority to timer 

ld IMR, ALLONIMR turn on the interrupt 
ld RC, OOOOOOB ; set the edge clear int 
e enable interrupt 

****** 84 & 8 as . . . . 
RESET SYSTEM REG 
& 8 www. 

A898 

* 888 pts to essee seese sea asses 

ld RP, WATCHDoG GROUP 
d smr,001000108 reset the xtali number 
ld pcon, O11111 reset the pcon no comparator output 

, no low en mode 
PREO.00000018 set the prescaler to f2 for BMhz. 

id RS232,033H Set the rs232 data 
ip WACSWOPSN start the transmission 

** **** - 8 w w vs a two seas. 
, MAN OOP 

MANLOOP: 

cir DOG2 ; clear the second watchdog 
ld PO1 M. Pot MINIT ; Set mode poo-po3 out po4p07in 
ld P3M, a P3M Nir set Port p30-p33 input analog mode 

p34-p37 outputs 
c P2M. (P2MLIN-o) ; set port 2 mode 
cip WACCHANGE.OAAH ; test for the vacation change flag 
jr 2.NOWACCHG ; if no change the skip 
cip WACFLAGoFFH test for in vacation 
jr 2, MCLEARWAC in wac clear 

WACFLAG OFFH ; Selwacation 
r SEWACCHANG ; set the change 

MCLEARWAC: 
dr WACFLAG clear vacation mode 

SETWACCHANGE 
cir WACCHANGE ore shot 
k SKPRADIO.OFFH ; selskip flag 
l ADDRESSEh ; Set the non vol address to the WAC flag 
ld MTEMPH, VACFLAG ; store the vacation flag 
d MTEMPL. VACFLAG : 
ca WRITEMEMORY write the value 
c? SKPRADIO : dear skip Mag 

NOVACCHG 
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c 
jr 

sp 
cir 
d 

cal 
t 

r 
inc 
jr 
cal 

c 

cal 
C 

jr 
inc 

COUNER2OONE: 
cal 
d 
call 

and 
f 

d 
call 
r 

COUNTER ONE 
cal 

COONE 
d 
cal 
ad 
ld 
add 
d 
c 

cal 
cg 

NOCHANGEST: 
call 

cp 
r 

RESET; 

SSRP 
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STACKFAG OFF 
n2NOCHANGEST 

#LeARNEE GRP 
SACKFAG 
SKRADIOOFH 
address. CH 
READMEMORY 
mtempt 
nzCOUNER dom 
internph 
nz,CONTR2ONE 
WREMEMORY 
address 
READMEMORY 
internpl 
nz, COUNTER2DONE 
Temph 

WRITEMEMORY 
address, CH 
READMEMORY 

mternph,000011118 
memph, 3OH 
ASSMTEMPH 
rintempl, on FORCE 
mtemph.UPFORCE 
WRIMEMORY 
CCNE 

WREMEMORY 

address. CH 
READEMORY 
mtempt.00001111b 
address, 20 
address, rinternpl memphSTACKREASON 
memph,STATE 
WRTEMEMORY 
SKPRAO 

EARN 

, test for the change flag 
; if no change skip updating 

, set the register pointer 
; clear the flag 
; Set skip flag 
set the non voi address to the cycle c 
read the value 

; increase the counter lower byte 

, increase the counter high byte 

; store the value 
; get the next bytes 
, read the data 
; increase the counter low byte 

, increase the wounter high byte 

save the value 

; read the data 
ind the force address 

set the address 
, read the forces 

; write the walue 
, done set the back trace 

, got the new address 

; get the first byte 

find the address 

or in the state 
: write the value to stack 
clear skip flag 

do the earn switch 

BRPM COUNT.RPM COUNT 
z, testirpM 

SAR 

BRPMTIME OUT, RPM, TIME OUT 
nz, RESET 
BFORCE IGNORE FORCE IGNORE 
nz, RESET 

Aula 
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r 

TESTRS232 

trn 
jr 
or 

UPMOPEN: 
tm 
f 
of 

DNL MOPEN. 
Cp 
r 
of 

CMDSWOPEN 
ap 
f 
or 

WLSWOPEN 
cp 
r 
of 

WACSWOPEN 
dec 
ld 

skiprS232. 
iP 

TST31. 

of 
NOTNLEARN. 

cip 
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BAUTO DELAY HIAUTO DELAY HI 
nz.RESET 
BAUTCOELAY LOAUTO DELAY LO 
nz, RESET 
BCMD DEB, CMDDEB 
nz.RESET 
BSTATESTATE 
nz, RESET 

RSSTART OFFH 
2,skiprs232 
RSCOMMAND OFFH 
z, skiprs232 
RS232XOCOUNT11d 
inz, skiprs232 
RSCOMMAND,3OH 
nzTEST31 
RS23200 

p2, UP LIMIT 
nz, UPMOPN 
RS232DO,000000013 

p2, ONLIMIT 
n:DNLM OPEN 
RS23200.00000010B 

CMDOEs, of FH 
nz, CMOSWOPEN 
RS23200.#0000000 

LIGHTDEBAOFFH 
nz. WLSWOPEN 
RS232DO.00001000B 
VAC DEB, aloFFH 
nz, WACSWOPEN 
RS232DO,000 10000s 

RSSTART 
RSCOMMANDOFFH 

SKPRS232 

RSCOMMAND,A31H 
nz,TES32 
RS232DO, STATE 
LEARNOFFH 
z,NOTNLEARN 
RS232dd,000 100008 

WACFLAG, VOOH 

areer 

; test for starting a transmission 
; if starting a trans skip 
test for the off mode 

test for output done 
; if not the skip 
test for switch data 

; clear the data 

test for up limit 

; set the marking bit 

test for the down limit 

set the marking bit 

test for the command set 

; set the marking bit 

, test for the worklight set 

, set the narking bit 

; test fir the vacation set 

set the marking bit 

; set the start flag 
turn of command 
returt 

test of status data 

, read the state 
test for learn mode 

; test the vacation flag 

46 
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NOTNWACATION: 
trn p0, WORKLIGHT , test for the light on 
ir z, LIGHT!SOFF 
Of RS232DO, aro1000000B mark the bit 

LIGHTSOFF: 
trn AOBSFAO00000018 test for aobs error 
if ZAOBSFINE 
Of RS232DO,y10000000B 

ACBSFNE 
r WACSWOPEN 

tSS32: 
cp RSCOMMAND,A32H ; test for rpm data 
r nzTS33 
ld RS232DO.RPMPERIOD to ; 
cp RSCCOUN, FOH ; test for on transmitted last cycle 
r z, LASTRPM 
ld RS232DO, RPM PERIODH STAROUT: 
dec RSSTART ; set the start flag 
IC RSCCOUNT increase the count 
r skiprs232 return 

ASRPM clf RSCCOUNT reset the counter 
p WACSWOPEN return 

TEST33 
op RSCOMMANdA33h ; test for force data 
r rz, TEST34 
d RS232DO.UPFORCE 
cip RSCCOUNT,00 ; test for the first byte 
f zSTARTOU ; output 
id RS232DO.DNFORCE 
r ASTRPM , output 

ES34. 
cip RSCOMMAND,3ah ; test for radio page 
jr nz,TEST35 
ld RS232PAGE.ooh 
jr RS232PAGEOUT 

EST35 
Cp RSCOMMAND,35h ; test for force page data 
jr nz,TES36 
kd RS232PAGE,10H 
f RS232PAGEOUT 

TEST36. 
Cp RSCOMMAND,3sh ; test for history page 1 data 
jr nz, TST37 
k RS232PAGE20H 
r RS232PAGEOUT 

TEST37. 
Cp RSCOMMAND,37h ; test for history page 2 data 
f nz.EST38 
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NOTNWACATION 
RS232OO.8001 CoOOOB 

2 
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RS232PAGFOUT 
ld 
d 
rcf 
TC 

Of 
cal 
ld 
tT 
f 
d 

RPBY 
clf 
cip 
p 
p 

TEST38: 
cp 
jr 
d 
d 
ld 
c 
ld 

WRITELOOP1 
WD 
cal 
C 

Cp 
r 
d 

READLOOP: 
WDT 
call 

c 
r 
ific 
jr 
iric 

r 

d 
d 
ld 

WRITELOOP2: 
Wo 
call 
inc 
ap 
r 
kd 

REALOOP2 
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RS232PAGE 3OH 

SKIPRADIOOFFH 
ADDRESS,RSCCOUNT 

Ador ESS 
ADDRESS,RS232PAGE 
AdMEMORY 

RS232OOMTEMPH 
RSCCOUNT, OH 
z.RPBYTE 
RS232DO, MTEMPL 

SKIPRAC 
RSCCOUNTFH 
zu ASTRPM 
STARTCUt 

RSCOMMAND,A38H 
nz, TEST39 
RS232DO OFFH 
SKIPRADIO.OFFH 
MTeMPH.OFFh 
MTEMPOFFh 
ADDRESS,00 

WRTEMEMORY 
ADRESS 
ADDRESS.40H 
riz. WR TELOOP 
ADORESSAO0 

READMEMORY 
MTEMPH 
nz,MEMORYERROR 
MTEMP 
nz,MEMORYERROR 
ADDRESS 
AddRESS.40H 
nz, READLOOP1 

MTEMPH,000h 
MTEMPOOOH 
ADDRESS.00 

WRITEMEMORY 
AOORESS 
ADDRESS M4OH 
nz WRTEOOP2 
ADDRESS, woo 

50 

set the skip radio flag 
, find the address 

read the data 

, test which byte 

, turn off the skip radio 
, test for the end 

; test memory 

; flag set to error to start 
; set the skip radio flag 
;se the data to write 

start at address 00 

do the next address 
test for the last address 

Start at address O 

read the data 
, test the high 
; if error mark 
test the low 
if error Tark 

, set the next address 
, test for the last address 

Set the data to write 

start at address 00 

do the next address 
, test for the last address 

, start at address 0 
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S1 

WCT 
cal 
cp 
jr 
cp 
r 
inc 
cp 
r 
cal 
cif 
cir 

MEMORYERROR: 
d 

ES39: 
cip 
r 
ld 
call 

SKPRS232 
cp 
JP 
cir 
clf 
Jp 
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READMEMORY 
MTEMPH 00 
in MEMORYERROR 
MTEMP-00 
nz, MMORYERROR 
ADDRESS 
ADPRESSA4OH 
nz, REALOOP2 
CEARCODES 
SKPRADIO 
RS232C 

WACSWOPEN 

RSCOMMAWD,39H 
nz.SKPRS232 
RSCOMMAND, OFFH 
SELEARN 

RDEADTIME. 2d 
nz,MAINLOOP 
RAOOC 
RFLAG 
MANLOOP 

52 

., fead the data 
; test the high 
, if error mark 
, test the low 
; if error mark 
; set the next address 
, test or the last address 

, clear the skip radio flag 
flag alok 

; test memory 

, turn off command 

, test for too kong dead 
; it not loop 
clear the radio counter 

; clear the radio flag 
; loop forever 

ow a a w Putt two-swith a w8 Paso do a w w sea as a a saas as a aaaaaa. 

Radio interrupt iron a edge of the 

RADIO INT 
push 
Srp 

ld 
id 
t 
jr 
in 
jf 
dec 

RTMEOK 
ckr 
and 
ld 
kd 
sub 
sc 
tfit 
jr 

RP 

#RADIOGRP 
remph, TOEXT 
rempi, TO 
RO,80000000 
RTMEOK 

rempl. 1000000B 
zRTIMEOK 
rternph 

RDEAD_TIME 
MR,11111110 
rtimedh,rtimeph 
rtimed.rtimep 
rtimed, templ 
rtimedh, remph 
rtimedh, 100000008 
z,RTIMEDONE 
rtimedh, riernph 
rtimed, rempt 

dio signal 
eases sea as so so 

; save the radio pair 
; set the register pointer 

, read the upper byte 
; read the lower byte 
; test for pending int 
; if no then ok time 
test for timer reload 
if not reloaded then ok 

; if reloaded then dechigh for sync 

; clear the dead time 
, turn of the radio interrupt 
; find the difference 

in the past time and the past time in temp 
; test for a negitive number 
; if the number is not regitive then done 
find the difference 

dada 
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Sut 
Sbc 

RTIMEDONE: 
tm 
Jr. 

InACTIVETIME: 
cp 
Jr. 
f 

GOINACTIVE 
or 
cir 
ld 
d 
d 
ld 
Jr. 

ACTIVETIME: 
CP 
f 
r 

GOACTIVE: 
and 
d 
ld 
id 
c 
ld 
ei 
Cp 
r 

MEASURE ANK 
Cp 
p 
cp 
P 
cip 
r 

jr 
CP 
r 

SETRECMS; 
t 
jr 
arc 
of 
Cir 
cir 
jr 

SETFIRST1S 
o 

c 
cir 
jf 

SETREC3MS 
and 
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rtimed:..timepl 
rtimedh, timeph 

P3#00000100s 
nACWETME 

Rinfiltra-OfFH 
zGONA CTWE 
RADIO EXIT 

RC1000000B 
RINTER 
rtime?h, rimedh 
rtime, tried 
rtimeph, remph 
rtimepriemp 
RADIO EXIT 
RNFLTER.jrooh 
GOACTIVE 

RADIOEXT 
IROOO11 11s. 
RINFILTER, OFFH 
rtimeah,rtimedh 
rtime arti? Thed 
rtimeph, remph 
rtimepl, templ 

radioc.00H 
nz.NSIGNAL 

firTehat 100 
ugt CLEARRADIO 
rtimeh, AOd 
ult, CLEARRADIO 
rirnean,03H 
ugt SETREC3MS 
nzSETRECMS 
rtinea, C90H 
ugt, SETREC3MS 
RFLAG,80000000B 
SETFIRSTMS 
RFA.G.O. 111118 
RFAG,001 000008 
radio3h 
radio3 
NCCOUNT 

RFLAG. Aro1000000B 
radioh 
radio 
NCCOUNT 

RFLAG, 10111111s 
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; in the past time and the past time in temp 

, test the port for the edge 
; if it was the active time then branch 

, test for active last time 
; if so continue 
; inot the return 

set the bit setting direction to posedge 
, set flag to inactive 
, transfer difference to inactive 

; transfer temp into the past 
rett 

, test for active last time 
, so continue 
; if not the return 

, clear the bit setting direction to neg edge 
, transfer difference to active 

, transfer temp into the past 

test for blank time 
; if the count is not zero then we are in signal 
, lest the tinner or > 55mS 
; if > 55 then clear the radio 
, test the tither for < 20mS 
; if K2OnS then clear the radio 
; test the sync pulse for a 3ms period first > 1 
; if 2mS or greater then 3TS sync code 
; if less then 1 then it is a 1 mS sync code 
test of 1.85 Tiddle walue 2 

; it greater then set a 3 

; test for the reception of the 1 mS code 
; if the bit is not set then this is the first 1ms 
, cleaf the flag so writing into 3mS word 
, set the flagsaying 2nd 1nS word 
; clear the last reception 

: then inc the count for insignal 
; set the flag for the first 1nS word 
clear the last reception 

: then inc the count for insignal 
; clear the flag so writing into 3mSword 

vud 
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cif radic3h , clear the last reception 
clf radio3 

3COUNT 
inc radioc , set the counter to the next word 

:3: r RADIO EXIT 

RADIOEXT. pop RP ; reset the register pair 
ret 

NSIGNA: 
cip rtmeah, 90 test the radio pulse width for 45mS 
p ugt. CLEAR RADIO , it greater then 4.5 then clear the radio 

PUSEWOK 
cp rtimeshag) test the radio blank width for 45rtS 
JP ugt, CLEARRADIO ; if greater then 45 then clear the radio 

BANKWOK 
ld remphirtimeih : transfer pulse time to temp reg 
d rtempl.?time: 
Sub templ, ?tineal , subtract the pulse from the blank 
sbic temph, timeah 
jr c.NEGDIFF ; it the difference is negative then branch 
cp remph, O1 h test for a number 1 
r ugt, SETToo , i? greater then set 0 
r ut,SEO1 ifless ther 1 set to 
trn rternplay 100000008 : test for 80 or greater 
r SEtoi ; if the diff is kess then 80h 
f SET TOO else set to a zero 

NGOFF: 
ld temph, rimeah : transfer pulse time to temp reg 
ld rtempl.?tmeal 
sub r1empl,rtimeil ; subtract the pulse from the bank 
sbc remph,rtime?h 
cp remph, to 1H test for a nurnber 1 
jr ugt, SETTO2 ; it greater then set 2 
ir ultSetto ; if less then set to 1 
trim rtempt. 10000000B , test for 80 or greater 
jr zSETO if the diff is less then 80h one 
jr SettO2 else set to a two 

SETOO 
k RTEMPA.00D set the bit value to a 00 
jr INCRECORD , goto adding into the record 

SETTO1 r 

d RTEMP, W01) set the bit valua to a 01 
jr NCRECORD : goto adding into the record 

St O2 
kd RTMP,.02d set the bit value to a 10 
ir NCRECORD ; goto adding into the record 

INCRECORO: 
trn RFLAG, 01000000B ; test the radio flag for the area to be modifing 
r zMS3RECORD ; if the bit is cleared then working the 3rns 
id femph, radioh transfer the record to temp 
d rtempl, radio 1 A. 
add radiot, rternpl , add the number to self 2 for or base 3 
adc radioth,rtemph 
add radio11, tempt 
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adc 
add 
adc 
inc 

ip 
r 

MS3RECORD 

GCAWORD 
r 

r 
of 

jr 
MARK3 REC 

of 
r 

OONEONE 
clf 
p 

TEST FOR TWO. 
t 
r 
t 

f 
th 
r 
or 
cp 
9 
c 

brec 
cip 
r 
Cp 
jr 
cip 
jr 
op 
f 
jr 

timezzwin 
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radio1hrtemph 
radio 11, r1emp 
radioth,00h 
radioc 
radioc#1D 
zGOTAWORD 
ugt, CLEARRADIO 
RADIO EXIT 

rtemph, radio3h 
rtempl, radio3t 
radio3, templ 
radio3h,remph 
radio31,rtempl 
radio3h,rternph 
radio31.ftemp 
radio3.00D 
radioc 
radioc, O 
2,6OTAWORD 
RADIO EXIT 

RFLAG-01 0000008 
2, MARK3REC 
RFUAGaoo-ooooos 
TESTFORTWO 

RFLAG,00001000B 
TESTFortwo 

radioc 
RAdio Exit 

RFAG,000 100003 
2,OONEONE 
RFLAG,0000000B 
2.DONEONE 
RFAG-001000003 
z,KNOWCOOE 
RFLAG,0000001 
rtemp.roo 
2,KNOWCODE 
RFLAG,00000100B 

2ZWIN, 64D 
ugt. KNOWCODE 
STATE's 
2,tinezzwin 
STATE5 
z, timezzwin 
STATA2 
Z,timezzWin 
KNOWCODE 
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, increase the fadio counter 
, test for the last bit 

it so we got a word 
else garbage 

; else return till the next bit cornes along 

, transfer the record to temp 

add the number to itself 2 for for base 3 

add in the new value 

; increase the radio counter 
; test for the last bit 
; if so we got a word 
; else return till the next bit comes along 

; test the radio flag for the area we just modifing 
; if the bit is cleared then the 3rns is filed 
, set the tag 
ju?tip to test for two codes 

, set the flag 
; jump to test for two codes 

; clear the radio counter 
, return 

1est for the 1?tS word 
; we just have one code done 
, test for the 3rnS word 
... we just have one code done 
, test the flag for BC 
; if A code we do nothing 
set the B and C flag 

, test word 10 of a 0 "C" code 
, if a C code were done 
set the B code flag 

test for 8 seconds from known B code 
; if not skip test 
, test for the stopped state 
: if stopped test zzwin 
test for the down limit 

; if at the down limit 
, test for at up limit. 
; if at the limit jump 
; else no way 
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c radic3h.90H , test for the CO code 
r nz KNOWCODE 
Cp radio3, #29H , test for the OO code 
r nz KNOWCOOE 

SETFs 
push RP 
sip ALEARNEE GRP 
cali SETEARN 
pop RP 
P CLEARRADIO 

KNOWCOOE 
cir RRto , clear the got a radio flag 
C SKIPRADIOOFFh ; test for the skip flag 
P z, CLEARRADIO , if skip flag is active then donot look at EE mem 

ld ADDRESS1Eh ; Set the non vol address to the WAC flag 
cal READMEMORY fead the value 
ld WACFLAG, MTEMPH save into voltal 
Cp EARNT OFF , test for in learn mode 
r zTEST CODE ; if out of learn mode then test for matching 

STORCODE 
C PRADIO1 hradio1 test or the Thatch 
r nz,STORENOTMATCH; if not a match then loop again 
c PRA).Oradio est or the match 
ir nz,STORENOTMATCH; if not a match then loop again 
cp PRADiO3Hradio3h test for the match 
r nz. STORENOTMATCH, i? not a match then loop again 
Cp PRADIO3radio3 , test for the match 
r nz,STORENOTMATCH, if not a match then loop again 
cal TEST CODES test the code to see if in memory now 
Cp AOORESSA-OFF- s 

r nz.NOWRITESTORE ; if there is a match pretend to store 
STOREMATCH 

m RFLAG,8000001008 ; test for the b code 
f nz,BCODE if a B code jump 
tm RFLAG,000000108 ; test for a C code 
r nz,CCODE ; if a C code jump 

ACODE 
d ADDRESS, 1FH ; set the address to read the as written 
cal READMEMORY ; read the memory 
?c MTEMPH :add 2 to the last writton 
C MEMPH 

and MTEMPH.11111110B set the address on a even number 
Cp MEMPH.A. 17h test for the last address 
f ult, GOTAADDRESS ; if not the last address jump 
ld MTEMPhood set the address to 0 

GOTAADDRESS: 
ld ADDRESS, Fh set the address to write the last written 
ld RTEMP, MTEMPh save the address 
LO MTEMPMTEMPH ; both bytes same 
cal WREMEMORY ; write it 
id ADDRESSrtemp set the address 
f REACYTOWRT 

BCOOE 
cip radio3.h.90 test for the 00 code 

the 27 . 
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Jr. rBCOOK 
Cp radio3.ii.29- test for the OO code 
r zCOOEOx 
p CLEARRAOC. ; SKIP MAGIC NUMBER 

BCODEOK: 
ld ACORESS, #18H , set the address tor the B code 
r REAYOWR 

CCODE: 
c ADDRESS1A- Set the address for the C code 

READYTOWRTE 
cal writico Write the code in radio 1 and radio3 

NOWESORE 
x p0, WORKLIGHT ; loggle light 
f edport, led ; turroff the Ed for program mode 
d LEGHTS 244D , turn on the 1 second blink 
l LEARNT OFFH set learn mode tirther 
cir RTO disallow crnd from learn 
p CEARRAOC , return 

STORENOMATCH 
d PrADO1, radioth ; transfer radio into past 
ld PRADiO radio 1 
i PRAO3H, radio3h 

PRAC3-racio.3 
SP CLEARRADO , get the next code 

TSTCODE 
c FAULTFLAG OFFH test for a active last 
r FS ; if a avtive fault skip led set and reset 
and ledport, tied , turn on the Leo for flashing fron signal 

S1 
call ESCOES test the codes 
cp FAULTFAGOFFH , test for a active fault 
r zFS2 ; if a avive fault skip led set and reset 
of ledportedh ; turn of the LED for flashing from signal 

FS2 
p ADRESSOFFH. ; test for the not matching state 

Jr. nzGOMATCH ; if matching the send a command if needed 
p CLEARRAO else clear he radio 

GOMACH: 
RFLAG,00000001 B ; set the flag for recewing without error 

c RO.O. test for the ther time out 
jr ut, NONEWMATCH if the timer is active ther donot reissue crind 

SWAC 
c WACF AG, OB , test or the Wacation rode 
r zSSOSAB ; if not in vacation mode test the system disable 

cp ADRESS, 19h tes for the B code 
r nz, NOTNEWMACH inot as not a match 

TSSDSABLE: 
cp SCSABLEa32d test for 4 second 
r utt, NOT NEWMATCH ; i? 6 s not up not a new code 
cir RTO ; clear the radiotiteout 
cip oNEP2.00 test for the .2 second tire out 
jr nz, NOTNEWMATCH ; if the timer is active then skip the command 

does 
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RAOCCMMAND. 
cir 
Cp 
r 

winclf: 
clf 

ld 
BOONTSE: 

clf 
id 
Jr. 

TEST CODES 
Cir 

NEXTCODE: 
call 
Cp 
r 
ap 
r 
inc 
cal 
CP 
Jr 
c 
r 
re 

NOMATCH 
inc 

NOMACH2. 
inc 

Cp 
r 

GONOMATCH: 
ld 
ret 

NOTNEWMACH: 
r 

and 
cr 
ld 
p 

CEARRADC: 
and 
d 

CLEARRADOA 
tr 
ir 
cir 

SKPRTO: 
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RTO 
ARESS, 9 
n2BONSE 

ZZWN 

BCCOEFLAG#07h 

LASTCMD 
RADiOCMD.OAAH 
CLEARRADIO 

ADDRESS 

READMEMORY 
MTEMPH, radio 1 h 
nz, NOMATCH 
MTEMPL radiot 
nz, NOMATC 
AODRESS 
READMEMORY 
MEMPH.radio3. 
nz.NOMATCH2 
MEM Pradio3 
nz, NOMATCH2 

ADORESS 

ADDRESS 
ADDRESS. Ch 
ut.NEXT CODE 

AddRESSA-OFFh 

RTO 
RFAG-00000018 
radioc 
LARNT OFFh 
RADIO EXIT 

RO,001111118 
RINFILTER, OFFh 

RFLAG 000000018 
zSKPRTO 
RTO 

; clear the radio timeout 
, test for a B code 
; if not a b code donot set flag 
; flaggot matching B code 

; flag for aobs bypass 

; mark the last command as radio 
; set the radio conthmand 
, returth 

; start address is 0 

read the word a this address 
test of the match 

; it not matching then do next address 
test for the Thatch 

; if not matching then do next address 
set the second half of the code 

: read the word at this address 
; test for the match 
; if not matching then do the next address 
, test or the match 
; if not matching then do the next address 
; return with the address of the match 

set the address to the nex code 

, set the address to the next code 
tes of the last address 

; if not the last address then try again 

, set the no match flag 
and return 

, reset the radio time out 
; clear radio flags leaving recieving wilo error 
; clear the radio bit counter 
; set the learn timer turn off and backup 
fetum 

; clear the bit setting direction to neg edge 
; Set flag to active 

; test for receiving without error 
; if flag not set then donot clear timer 
ckear radio tiner 
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clf radioc , clear the radio counter 
cir RFLAG , clear the radio flag 
p RADIO EXIT , return 

LEARN DEBOUNCES THE LEARN SWITCH 80mS 
TIMES OUT THE LEARN MODE3 SECONS 
OE BOUNCES THE LEARNSWITCH FOR ERASE 6 SECONOS 

...wow 0 per P as a W was w the two oa e e a sweet P to seed as a he was were a are see sea a 

LEARN 
sp ALEARNEE GRP ; set the register pointer 
cip STATE, ON POSTON test for motor stoped 
r z,TESTLEARN 
cip STATE, A-UP POSITION test for motor stoped 
f z,TESTLEARN 
cp STATESTOP , test for motor stoped 
jr z,TESTLEARN 
ld earnt, OFFH ; set the earn timer 
Cp learnt, 2400 , test for the learn 30 second timeout 
jr nz, ERASETEST ; it not then test erase 
ir earthoff ; if 30 Seconds then turn off the earn mode 

tSLEARN. 
cp learndt,236D ; test of the debounced release 
jr nz, LEARNNOT RELEASED; if the debouncer not released then jump 
clr learict clear the deboucer 

ret return 

EARNNORELEASE; 
cip learnt, OFFh , test or learn Thode 
r nz,INLEARN , if in learn jump 
cip earthdb,a2OO ; test for debounce period 
r nz, ERASETEST ; if not then test the erase period 

SELEARN: 
cir learnt , clear the eart timer 
id learndt, OFFh set the debouncer 
and ledport, led , turn on the led 
clf WACFLAG clear vacation mode 
k address, EH set the nor voladdress for vacation 
cir memph , claar the data for cea?ed vacation 
cir mtempt 
ld skipradio, OFFH ; set the flag 
cal WREMEMORY ; write the memory 
cir skipradio ; clear the flag 

RASTEST: 
cip learndib, off- test for earn toutton active 
jr nz, ErASERELEASE ; if button released set the erase timer 
c eraset, OFF- ; test for timer active 
jr nz, ERASEIMING ; if the timer active jump 
Cir eraset ; clear the erase timer 

ERASETMNG: 
Cp eraset,480 , test of the erase period 
r 2,RASETIME ; if titled out the erase 
re else we return 
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ERASEE 
of ledport, #iedh turn of the led 
id skipradio of FH ; set the flag to skip the radio read 
cal CEARCODES : cleaf all codes in memory 
cir skipradic , reset the flag to skip radio 

d learnt, OFFh set the learn tinner 
ret returt 

ERASERELEASE: 
d eraseAOFFh turt of the erase tinner 
fet feut 

NEARN. 
c learndt, Al2OO , test of the debounce period 
jr nz, TESTLEARNMER : it not then test the learn timer for time out 
id learndt, OFFH set the learn do 

TESTLEARNTIMER 
Cp learnt, #240D , test for the learn 30 second timeout 
t nz, RASETEST ; if no then test erase 

earnoff 
f ledport, ledh turn of the ed 

l learnyOFFH set the eart timer 
ld learindblof PH , set the earn debounce 
jr ERASEEST test the erase tirther 

- - - - - - - - Pott aws et at Yess been adaawoooo an a sewnesses asses 

WRITE WORD TO MEMORY 
, ADDRESS iS SET INREGADDRESS 
; DATA IS IN REGMTEMPH AND MTEMPL 
, RETURN ADDRESS IS UNCHANGED 

www we sess t t e Assesse a haswaps swoowoo awa. Moon a sa as assesss 

WRITEMEMORY. 
push RP ; SAVE THE RP 
Sp #LEARNEE GRP ; set the register pointer 

cal START ; output the start bit 
ld serial,00110000B ; set bye to enable write 
cal SERIALOUT output the byte 
and csport, Arcs ; reset the chip select 
cal START ; output the start bit 
id serial,A0000000B , set the byte or write 
Of Serial,address ; or in the address 
call SERIALOUT output the byte 
ld serial, memph set the first byte to write 
cal SERIALOUT ; output the byte 
d serial, mitemp ; set the secondbye to write 
cal SERAOU output the byte 
cal ENDWRT wait for the ready status 
call STARTB output the start bit 
d serial,000000008 , set bye to disable write 
cal SERAOU ; output the byte 
and cSport.cs ; reset the chip select 

wga 

68 
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pop RP reset the RP 
fe 

a v we as a we a as a as as a ow a was as a p so a on oa ess as a sewn wanese 

REAO WORD FROMMEMORY 
ADORESSS SET IN REGADDRESS 
DATAS RETURNED IN REGMTEMPH AND MTEMPL 
ADORESS IS UNCHANGED 

8 40 44 a row was a ow own us too w w w ea as was a was 8 v or as swo or rea as a 

READMEMORY 
push RP 
sp #LEARNEE GRP ; set the register pointer 

call SARs , output the start bit 
ld serial. #10000000B ; preamble for read 
or serial, address , or in the address 
call SERAOU ; output the byte 
call SER ALN , read the first byte 
d mternph, serial , save the value in memph 
cal SERALN , read teh second byte 
ld mtempl.serial ; save the value in rite mp. 
and cSport, ics ; reset the chip select 
pop RP 
re 

it w80 0 as so od dow84 4+ www.haw wow we woo headpwadawaasa 

WRITE CODE TO 2 MEMORY ADDRESS 
CODE IS INRADiOH RADIORADiO3HRADiO3 

. 4- 4 was ow- w w a a w w was it we 8 a de 88 w w 0 6 saw 88 was w - so sea ass 

WRITECODE 
push. RP 
Sp JLEARNEE GRP : set the register pointer 
ic mternph, RADiO1H , transfer the data from radio 1 to the temps 
ld mtempt, RADIO1 
call WRITEMEMORY ; write the temp bits 
inc address , rext address 
ic mtempt, RADIO3H , transfer the data from radio 3 to the temps 
ld mtempl. RADIO3. 
cal WRTEMEMORY ; write the temps 
pop RP 
fet ; return 

wrved as tsoodads nod ovswattoosevevo essee oooo-0-0 sea areases 

CLEAR ALL RADIO CODESN HE MEMORY 
tw tet a a with do ree was a 4d 68 s h on we area o parasa e Paoe sea one os-e-ea 

CLEARCOOS: 
push RP 
Sp ALEARNEE GRP set the register pointer 
d RAdioh, OFF- ; set the codes to illegal codes 
d RADIOOFFH 
k RAdioah, offh 
kd RADiO3LOFFh 
ld address, OOht ; clear address 0 

CLEARC: 
call WRECoo Ao 

drea 
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inc address , set the next address 
Cp address.1 BH test for the last address of radio 
jr ul CEARC 
cif memph clear data 
cif mternp} 
ld address, 1FH , clear address F 
cal WRTMEMORY 
pop RP 
ret return 

... was a neo set we w w a rare w w an op. Yeo or 00 sea and is 8e-0wo aw. swo serow 

START BIT FOR SERIALNONVOL 
ASO SETS OAA DIRECTION AND ANd CS - 

SARB: 
and csport, acs 
and ckporticlock ; start by clearing the bits 
and dioport, adol 

P2M, ?p2MINT+0) , set port 2 mode forcing output mode data 
of csport, #esh , set the chip select 
of dioport, fooh ; set the data out high 

r clkport, clockh , set the clock 
and ckport, #clock ; reset the clock low 
and dioport.#do set the data low 
ret , return 

b - V - P - was eve to addrew ha a de et aws spa apoa on as poss seen oboe as a reas a 

END OF CODE WRITE 
. Afth t w w w t w to u v n w a e duo e s we w w is a ssa saw so was rve -es we 

NOWRE 
and cSport, ics , reset the chip select 
nop ; delay 
Or cSport.Ncsh ; set the chip select 
d P2M, #(P2M-INT+4) ; set port 2 mode forcing input mode data ENOWRITELOOP: 
ld temph, dieport ; read the port 
and temphidoh , mask 
r z.ENOWRELOOP ; if the bit is kow then loop tit we are done 
and c.sport, #cs ; reset the chip select 
d P2M. (P2MINIT-0) ; set port 2 mode forcing output mode 
ret 

-8tt w808 atoptreetev vodfossgaroovesohaw88ssassassessepsea 

ERAL OUT 
UT 

s 

SERIALOUT: 
BYTE INSERAL 
ana and sh a need a neo-ases-o-ooooeeee-ee-assessee also 

P2M. (P2MINT+0) ; setport 2 mode forcing output mode data 
ld tempi. #8H set the count for eight bits SERAOUTLOOP 
ric serial ; get the bit to output into the carry 
ir inc, ZEROXOUT ; output a zero if no carry 

ONEOUT: 
of dioport, alcoh ; set the data out high 

quap 
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Of ckport.#clockh , set the clock high 
and ckport, #clockd feSet the clock low 
and dioport, #do rese the data out low 
dinz templ, SERAOUT LOOP 

; loop till done 
fe return 

ZEROOUT: 
and dioport.#do: ; reset the data out low 
or ckport, #clockh , set the clock high 
and clkport, #clock) reset the clock low 
and dioport.idot , reset the data out low 
dinz tempt. SERIAOUTOOP 

; loop till done 
ret ; return 

.** tvt. PWV 808te a 0 de 48 season a BB 84 ed. A as no awewees possesses 

SERIAL IN 
NPUTSA BYTE TO SERA 

74 

SERALIN 
d P2M.#(P2MINT+4) ; set port 2 mode forcing input mode data 
d templ, #8H ; set the court for eight bits SERANLOOP: 
dr ckport, clockh ; set the clock high 
rof , reset the carry flag 
ld temph,dioport ; read the port 
and emph, poon task out the bits 
jr 2DONSET 
scf , set the carry flag 

DONTSET 
flic serial ; get the bit into the byte 
and clkport, #clock , reset the clock kow 
dinz templ. SERALNLOOP 

; loop tilt done 
get , return 

"****** twhatson 8 nepve aerooowossaee soodabaaaassesse 

fiMeR UPDATE FROM INTERUPTEVERY rS 
''''''''''''Pet Pott. A 8th two hw host has a www.wawa 

MERUC). - 

dec TOEXT ; decrement the TO extension 
inc TASKSWITCH set to the next switch 
and TASKSWITCH,00000111B ; O-7 
th TASKSWITCH,000000018 ; test or odd 
ir nz, TK1357 ; if so then jump 
cip TASKSWITCH,2d test for 2 
jr 2, ASK2 
cip TASKSWITCH,4d ; test for 4 
jr z, ASK4 
c TASKSWITCH, 6d : test for 6 

- r 2TASK6 
TASK0. 

Of IMR, RETURNLIMR ; tum on the interrupt 
e 

push rp , save the p 

74 
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call 
pop 
ifet 

ASK2: 
or 
ei 
push 

cal 

ife 

TASK4 

ire 

K1357. 

ASKS 

enablet 1: 

continue: 

ASK6: 

TASK1357EXT 
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#TER GROUP 
Swilches 
p 

, set the rp for the switches 
test the switches 

IMR, #RETURNIMR ; turn on the interrupt 

rp , save the rp 
#TIMERGROUP 
STATEMACHINE , do the motor function 

IMR. RETURNIMR ; turn on the interrupt 

p ; save the rp 
#TIMERGROUP ; set the p or the switches 
switches , test the switches 

TASKSWITCH,05 test for task 5 
nz, TASK1357XIT 

Pw MSTATUS, of FH 
ne, enablet 
PWM OFF ; discharge for at least 2x 
nz, continue 
PWMSTATUS, FOOH 

take pwin pin high 
trnr, TIMER1EN enable 1 

TASK1357xT ; EXIT UPDATING TIMERS 

IMR, RETURNIMR ; turn on the interrupt 

rp ; Save the rp 
ATIMERGROUP 
STATEMAC-NE ; do the motor function 
p , return the rp 

A. 

RP 
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Or MR, #RETURNIMR , turn on the interrupt 
e 

cal RS232 do the rs232 tuss 
try TASKSWITCHAOOOOOOOB , test or state a in bo 
r z, ONEMS 
rt TASKSWTC,00000003 , test for state a 1 in b 
r z.ONEMS 
sp WTMERGROUP ; if a 3 or 7 then do the auxlight 
call AUXLIGHT 

ONEMS 
sp #LEARNEE GRP ; set the register pointer 
dec AOBSTEST - ; decrease the acobs test timer 
jr nz, NOFAL if the tinner not at Other it didnot fail 
id AOBSEST 1d ; if it failed reset the timer 
of AOBSf.00000001 to ; set the failed flag bit 

NOFAIL 
inc 4Ts ; incretent the 4 mStirther 
?c t125?s , increment the 125 mS timer 
cip 4Ts, 4D test for the time out 
jp nz, TEST 125 ; if not true then jump 

FOURMS; 
clf 4TS ; reset the timer 
cip RPMONES.ooh test for the end of the one sectiner 
r 2, TESTPERIOD , if one secover then test the pulses 

, over the period 
dec RPMONES ; else decrease the timer 
d 
clf RPM Count , start with a count of 0 
clf BRPM count start with a count of 0 
e 
jr RPMOONE 

TeSTPERCD: 
cip RPMCLEAR,00H : test the clear test tither for O 
jr. nz, RPMToon ; if not timed out then skip 
ld RPMCLEAR,-122d ; set the clear test time for next cycie.5 
Cp RPM Count, sod ; test the count for too many pulses 
r ugt FAREV ; it too Tian pulses then reverse 
d 
cr RPM COUNT ckear the courter 
cir BRPM COUNT clear the counter 
e 
clf FAREWFLAG ; clear the flag tempest 
jr RPMTDONE continue 

FAREW 
ld FAULTCOdosh ; set the fault flag 
ld FAREVFLAG,088H ; set the forced up flag 
and po, ifle C WORKLIGHT; turn off light 
k REASON. 80h ; rpm forcing up motion 
call SET AREWSTATE ; set the autorey state 

RPMOONE 
dec RPMCLEAR decretent the tinner 
cap LIGHT1S,00 test for the end 
jr SKIPLGHE 
dec LGHTS ; down count the light time 

SKPLG-E: 

dria 
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inc RDEAD TIME 
c RTO 101D test for the radio time out 
r ult, DONOTCB , if not titled out donot clear b 
clf BCODEFLAG else clear the b code flag 

DONOTCE. 
inc RTO ; incretent the radio time out 

gr: r nz, RTOOK : if the radio timeout ok then skip 
.. dec RTO , back turn 
.. RTOOK 
... Cp RRTO,OFFH test of rol 

r zSKPRRTO if so then skip 
i? C RRid 

SKPRRTO 
d temppsport - read the prograri switch 
and temp, psmask , mask for switch 
f 2. PRSWCLOSED ... if the switch is closed count up 
cip learndb.00 , test for the non decrement point 
r 2LEARNOBOK if at end skip dec 
dec learndb 
jr LEARNOBOK 

PRSWCOSO 
inc learindb , increase the earn debounce birther 
c learndboh test or overflow 
r nz, LeARNOBOK ; if not 0 skip back turning 
dec learindb 

LEARNOBOK. 

TES125. 
cip t125ms.25) ... test for the time out 
r z.ONE25MS if true the jump 
Cp 125ms is3D , test of the other timeout 
jr z, N25 
call FAULT3 

N125 
pop RP 
ret 

ONE25MS 
cip AUXLEARNSW OFFh , test for the rollower position 
f Z.SKIPAUXLEARNSW ; if so then skip 
inc AUXLEARNSW crease 

SKIPAuXLEARNSW: 
c ZZWIN.OFFH : test for the roll position 
ir zSTFA ; if so skip 
inc ZZWN ; if not increase the counter 

ESTA: 
cal FAULB call the fault blinker 
clf 125ns , reset the timer 
inc OOG2 ; incrwease the second watch dog 
d 
inc SOISABE count of the systern disable timer 
jr nz,DO12 ; if not rolled over then do the 1.2 sec 
dec SDSABLE ; else reset to FF 

DO12. 
cip ONEP2.00 test for 0 
r 2. NCLEARN ; if counted down then incrememt learn 
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NCLEARN 

EARNTOK 

ERASETOK 

fault blinker 

FAUTB; 

TESTAOBSM 

NOPULSE. 

ACBSSH. 

GOTFAULT: 

dec 

Jr 
dec 

ei 
inc 

r 

ire 

r 
clf 
ci 

r 

r 

r 
d 
r 

try 
jr 
m 

jr 

id 
r 

r 

r 
tim 
r 

f 
ld 
ir 

f 
ld 
r 

d 
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CNEP2 

learnt 
learnt, Oh 
nz,LEARNTOK 
earnt 

eraset 
eraset, Oh 
nz, ERASETOK 
eraset 

RP 

FAUTIME 
FAULTTIME,80h 
nz, FiRSTFAULT 
FAULTIME 
FAULT 
FAULTCODE,05h 
UGE,GOTFAULT 
CMD DEB, OFFH 
riz, STAOBSM 
FAULTCODE,03h 
2,GOTFAli 
FAULTCODE,03h 
FIRSFAULT 

AOBSF.0000000b 
z, NOAOBSFAULT 
AOBSF,40000001Ot 
z,NOPULSE 

FAULTCODE,04h 
GOFAUL 
FAULTCODE,04h 
2,GOTFAULT - 
FAULTCODE,04h 
FSFC 
P3,00000001b. 
2.AOBSSH 
FAUTCODE01h 
z,GOTFAULT 
FAULTCOOEoh 
FRSFC 
FAULTCODE,02h 
zGOTFAULT 
FAULTCODE,02h 
FIRSTFC 

FAULTFAULTCOOE 

6-8 

... else down count 

; increase the earn tither 
test for overflow 

... if not 0 skip back turning 

; increase the erase timer 
test for overflow 

; if not O skip back turning 

, increase the fault timer 
: test of the end 
; if not timed out 
, reset the clock 
; clear the last 
test for call dealer code 
set the fault 
test the debouncer 

... if not set testaobs 
test of command shorted 
Set the entor 

, set the code 

, test for the skipedaobs pulse 
; if no skips then no faults 
lest for any pulses 

; if no pulses find if hi or low 
else we are intermittent 
set the fault 

; if same got fault 
test the last fault 

; if same got fault 
set the tault 

test the input pin 
jump if a.obs is stuckhi 
test for stuck kow in the past 
set the fault 
set the fault code 

: test of stuck high in past 
set the fault 

; set the code 

, set the Code 
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swap FAUL 
r FiRSTFC 

NOAOBSFAUlf 
cir FAULTCOOE , cleaf the fault code 

FIRSTC: clf AOBSF clear flags 

FIRSTFAULT 
C FAULT400 ; test for no faut 
Jr. z, NOFAULT 
d FAULTFLAG, OFFH ; set the fault flag 
Cp LeARNTwoFFH test for not in learn mode 
jr nz, TESTSD ; if in learn then skip setting 
CP FAULT, FAULTIME 
Jr. ULE ESSO - 

trn FAULTIME,00001000b , test the 1 sec bf 
Jr. nz, BITONE 
and ledportified , turn of the led 
felt 

TONE: 
Of ledport.iedh , turn off the led 

ESTSD: 
re 

NOFAULT: cir FAULTFLAG ; clear the flag 
ret 

MOTOR STATE MACHINE 

STATEMACHINE 
cai RS232 
xOf p0, 00001000b 
dec FORCE PRE 
Cp DOG2, #8d 
d ugl,START 
c SAE06d 
ip ugt.start 
p z, stop 
Cp STATE,03d 
p z, start 
C STATE,00c 
jp 2, auto rev 
cip STATE,01d 
p Z, up direction 
cp SAE,02d 
ip 2,upposition 
cp STATE,04d 
ip z, dndirection 
iP drposition 

sa 

; toggle aux output 
; dec the prescaler 
test the 2nd watchdog for problem 

, it problem reset 
, test of legal number 
; if not the reset 
; stop motor S 
, test for legal number 
; if not the reset 
test or autorew 

; auto reversing 0. 
, test for up 
door is going up 1 
test for autorey 
door is up 2 
test of autofew 

; door is going down 4 
dxor is down, 5 

AUXOsSTRUCTION OUTPUT AND GH FUNCION 

84 
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AUXIGHT 
test lighton. 

cp LIGHTFAG.#LiGHT 
r 2.dec. prelight 
cip LIGHTS. #OO test for no flash 
f z.NOS ; if not skip 
CP LGHS, iOd tes for timeout 
jr nx, NOS ; it not skip 
d powworkLIGHT ; loggle light 

clf GH1S onesoted NOS 
cp FLASH FLAG, FLASH 
jr nz.dec prelight 
decw FLASH DELAY ; 250 ms period 
jr nz.dec. prelight 
xor po. WORKGHT ; toggle light 
l FLASH DELAY HI, A FLASHH 
kd FLASH DELAY LOAFLASH LO 
dec FLASH COUNTER 
r nz.dec. prelight 
cir FLASH FLAG dec prelight. 
Cp LIGHT TIMER HI #OFFH ; test for the timer ignore 
r z, exit light ; if set then ignore 
dec PRELIGHT doc3 byte light timer 
ir nz, exit light 
decw LIGHT TIMER 
f nz, exit light ; if timer Otum off the light 
and p0, AC LIGHT ON : turn of the light exit light 
re return 

auto rew: 
co FAREWF AG,08Bh ; test for the forced up flag 
f nz,LEAVEREW 
and po, LBC WORKLIGH ; tum off light 
cr FAREWFAG ; one shot tempest LEAVEREW: 
WOt ; kick the dog 
call HOLDFREV hold of the force reverse 
d LIGHT. FLAG, GHT ; force the light on no blink 
and po, LBC MOTOR UP & C MOTORDN ; disable motor d 

decw AUTO DELAY ; wait for 5 second 
decw BAUTO DELAY wait for 5 second 
e 

r nearswich test switches 

o po,00001000b set aux output for FEMA 
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m 
r 

P 
NOUPL 

p 
a switch 

d 

e autof ev 
re 

HOOFREw 

d 
cir 
cr 
e 

re 
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p2 ruPLIMIT test their 
nz, NOUP : if limit set stop 
REASON,60H , set the reason as early limit 
SET STOP STATE set stop 

REASON4OH 
SETUPDR STATE 
REASON, Ooh 
SW DATA.CMDSw 
zSET STOP STATE 
REASON,10H 
RADIO CMD. OAAH 
zSET stopsTATE 

RPMONES,244d 
RPMCEAR, 22d 

RPM Count 
BRPM Count 

doCR GOING UP 

, set the reason for the change 
, set the state 

, set the reason to con?tand 
test for a command 

, if so then stop 
, set the reason as radio cominand 
, test for a radic command 

if so the stop 

, return 

, set the hold off 
, clear rpm reverse .5 sec 

, start with a count of 0 
: start with a count of 0 

up direction 
WT 
call 
d 
ac 

ap 
f 
tic 
of 

c 
f 

UPCN 
of 

UPOFF 
c 
r 
Cp 
jr 
d 

SKPUPRPM 
c 

HOOFREW 
LIGHT Flag, GHT 
po, LB CMOTOR ON 

MOTOEuroFFh 
zuPON 
MOTOEL 
po, flighton 
MOTOEL20 
ule. UPOFF 

; kick the dog 
hold of the lorce reverse 

; force the light on no blink 
; disable down relay 

test for done 
; if done skip delay 
; increase the delay tither 
, turn on the light 
est of 40 seconds 

; if not timed 

po, MOTORUP IGHT ON ...; turn on the motor and light 

FORCEGNORE.01 
nz.SKPUPRPM 
RPMACOUNT.O2H 
ug, SKIPUPRPM 
FAULTCODE,05h 

FORCEGNORE,00 
nz, test up swipe 

gth 

, test fro the end of the force ignore 
; if not donot best rpmcount 
, test for less the 2 pulses 

, test time for done 
; it timer not up do not test force 
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d 
dec RPM TIME OUT , decrease the timeout 
dec BRPMTIME OUT decease the reo 
e 

r 2, tailed up rpm 
d turn of the interrupt 
ld RPM-SET DIFF LO, UPEORCE to 
ld RPM-SET DIFFHI, UPFORGE. H. 
sub RPM SET DIFF LO.RPM-PERIOD Lo 
sbc RPM SET DIFF. H.RPMPERIODH 
rt RPM SET DIFFH. 1000000s test high bit for sign 

jr Z, test upsw , if the pm period is ok then switch. 
?alecturprin 

d REASON, 2OH set the feason as force 
p SET STOPSTATE 

esus a pre 
rt FORCE PRErooooooo 1B test for odd 2 
r rz, les upsw , it odd skip 
c 
dec FORCEKGNORE 

BFORCE GNORE 
estu Sw 

; enable interrupt 
trn p2.UPLIMIT have we reached the ini 

2.uptirthdec 
limit, Li MIT COUNT 

r get sw 
up if thigec 

drz limit.get_sw dec debource court 
c REASON sh set the reason as lirth 
d SET UP Pos STATE 

get Sw 
d REASON, OH , set the radio command reason 
c RADIOCMD, OAAH test for a radio command 

z.SET STOP STATE ; if so stop 
REASON,00H set the reason as a cortinancis 

c SW DATA, CMDSw test of a con?tand condition 
jr ne, test up time 
p SET STOP STATE 

test up time, 
d RASON,7oh set the reason is site out 
decw MOTORMER decrement notor inter 
p zSET STOP STATE 

exit-up dir 
fe return to caller 

door UP a 

upposition, 
WDT ; kick the dog 
Cp FAREVFLAG,088 test for the forced up flag 
jr nz, EAWEG 
and po, Le C WORKLIGHT ; turn of light 

UPNOFASH 

tudio 

; skip clearing the flash flag 
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EAVEIGHT 
id LIGHT FLAG, Pooh ; allow blink 

UPNOFAS 
ld limit #LIMIT COUNT 
and p0.#le C MOTORUP & #C MOTOR ON ; disable motor 
c SwdATA, ALIGHTSw : light sw debounced? 
ir 2, work up 
ld REASON, 10H , set the reason as a radio command 
Cp RADIOCMD, OAAH ; test for a radio crnd 
ir zSetDNDIRSTATE , if so star down 
ld REASONAOOH ; set the reason as a command 
cp SWDATA, CMD SW ... Command Sw debounced? 
jr zSETDNDRSTATE if command 
re 

SETONDRSTATE: 
d ONEP2.1 od ; set the 1.2 sec timer 

SETDNDR STATE 
work up 

xOf po. WORKLIGHT ; toggle work light 
id LIGHT TIMER H, FOFFH ; set the timer ignore 

up pos?ei. 
re return 

dOOR GONG DOWN 

dn direction: 
WOT ; kick the dog 
call HOLOFREW ; hold of the force reverse 
cr FLASH FLAG , turn off the flash 

LIGHTFLAG LIGHT ; force the light on no blink 
and p0, ALB C MOTORUP ; turn of motor up 
CP MOTDEL OFFH test for done 
r z,DNON ; if done skip delay 
C MOTDEL , increase the delay timer 

of po, FLIGHT ON , turn on the light 
cip MOTDE20d , test for 40 seconds 
r ule. DNOFF not timed 

ONON 

Of po, MOTOR DNALIGHT ON ; turn on the motor and light 
ONOFF: 

c FORCE (GNORE, FO1 ; test fro the end of the force ignore 
jr nz.SKPDNRPM ; if not donor test rpmeoun 
cip RPMACOUNT.O2H test for less the 2 pulses 
ir ugt. SKIPONRPM 
k FAULTCODE,805.h 

SKIPONRPM 
cp FORCEGNORE, too ; iest time? for done 
f nz, tesdinswpre ; it timer not up do notest force 
cp Forced down, 1h ; test the fiag to skippm if forcing down 

Z,test din swpre 

TESTDOWN FORCE: 
d 

legs 
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dec 

e 
jr 
d 
ic 
ld 
sub 
Stic 
tm 
ir 

failed dn rpm 
ld 
P 

test dinswpfe 
try 

dec 
dec 

testdnsw: 
e 
trn 

id 
jf 

dn limit dec. 
dinz 
ld 
Cp 
ld 

f 
TESTRADIO: 

cip 

cp 
d 

TeSTFORCEG 
cip 
r 
Cp 

NOAREWON: 

callswor: 
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RPM TIME OUT 
BRPMT ME OUT 

z, faileddin rpm 

94 

, decrease the timeout 
: decrease the timeout 

; turn of the interrupt 
RPM SET DIFF LO.DN FORCE Lo 
RPM SETDFF. H., DN_FORCE HI 
RPM SETDIFFLO, RPM PERIOD Lo 
RPM SET DIFFH), RPMPERIOp H 
RPM SET DIFF HI. 1 oooooooB , test high bit for sign 
2, test dn Sw 

REASON, 2OH 
SETAREw STATE 

FORCE PREWO0000001B 
nz, testdnsw 

FORCE IGNORE 
BFORCE IGNORE 

p2, toNLMFT 
z.dnlimit dec 
limit.#LIMIT COUNT 
call Swdn 

imit, callswan 
REASON, 50H 
CMD DEBAOFFH 
nz, fESRAOO 
REASON,90h 
TESTFORCEG 

LAST CMD. O0 
nz, TEST FORCEIG 
BCODEFLAG,077h 
nz,TESTFORCEIG 
REASON, WAOH 

Forceddown.00 
nz, NOAREVDN 
FORCE IGNORE,00H 
z,NOAREVON 
REASON,60h 
SETAREWSTATE 
p0,8 mc MOTORON 
SETDN POS STATE 
ReASON,10H 
RADIO CMDOAAH 
zSET AREv STATE 
REASON,00H 
SW DATA, ACMD SW 

; if the rpm period is ok then switch 

; Set the reason as force 
; Set the state 

; test for odd/2 
; if odd skip 

; turn on the intertup 
are weat down if it? 

: reset the limit 

dec debounce counter 
set the reason as a limit 

, test for the switch still held 

: closed with the control held 

, test for the last command being radio 
; if notest force 
; test for the b code flag 

iset the reason as b code to limit 

test of force down action 
; if set skip early limits 
; test the force ignore for done 
a rew it limit before force enabled 

; early limit 
set autoreverse 

isel the state 
; set the reason as radio command 
; test for a radio command 
; it so arev 
set the reason as cotirmand 

, test for command 
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p 
test dirtime. 

decw 
jp 

decobscount: 
dinz 

r 

r 

fe 
OBSAREW: 

OBSTESB 

ext dridir: 

dereverse: 

US RE37,784 E 
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SETAREw STATE 

REASON,7OH , set the reason as timeout 
MOTORTMER : decrement notor tither 
zSETAREVSTATE i 

obscount, exit dridir decaux obs count 
ASTCMD, 00 test for the last command from radio 
2,OBSESB if last command was a radio testb 
CMODE.OFF , test for the command switch holding 
nz.OBSAREW ; if the command switch is not holding 

do the autorew 
; otherwise skip 

FLASH FLAG, OFFH ; set flag 
FLASH COUNTER,420 , set for to flashes 
FLASH DELAY HI, FLASH. H.; set for 5 Hz period 
FASH DELAY LO, FLASH LO 
REASON3OH , set the reason as autoreverse 
SETAREVSTATE 

BCODEFLAG,077 test for the b code tag 
nz,OBSAREW ; if not b code then arew 

REASON, OBoh set the reason as con?tand not held 
FAREVFLAG,088h ; test forced up flag 
nz.exit 2dn ; it the forced up flag clear skip 
CMODEB.OFFh tes or a heid con?tand 
z,exit 2 dr. ; if the command is held keep going 
LASTCMD.00 test or the last corymand being radio 
nz.doreverse ; if not do reverse 
BCCOEFAG.77h : test for the b code flag 
2, ext2dn , if set skip till either is released 

SETAREVSTATE set the autoreverse state 

return 

dn position: 
; kick the dog 

FAREWF AG,088 ; test for the forced up flag 
2.0NEAWE 

po. LBC WORKLIGHT ; turn of light 
ONNOFAS- ; skip clearing the flash flag 

Forceddown, Od ; test for force in past 
2.Testwoorfiew iso the test Totor motion 
MOTOR TIMER, food tes for timed out 
2.Testwoorew 
MOTOR TIMER 
RPMACOUN 

if tired out the est rew. 
, decrement motor timer 
, clear the rpm counter 

gues' 

96 
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ji Skiplock , skip the lock till 27 sec timeoul 
Test Motor Rev. 

trn p2,4-DN LIMIT , is the down i? Tit still set 
f 2.Skiplock , then skip the kock down 
Cp RPMACOUNThiod , test for 2 rew 
ir ule.Skiptock ; if less skip the lock down 
ld forceddown,h ; Set the flag to skip early limits 
p SET DN_DIRSTATE ; force the door down to lirn Skiplock 

DNLEAVEL: 
d LIGHT. FLAG, rooH allow blink 

ONNCFLASH: 
ld limit, LIMIT COUNT 
and p0, WLB C MOTOR UP 8-C MOTORON ; disable motor 
c SW DATA, wiGHT SW ; debounced? light 
r Zworkdn 
ld REASON, 10H ; set the reason as a radio con?tand 
cip RADIOCMD.OAAh test of a radio command 
r zSETUPdiRSTATE ; if so go up 
kd REASON, WOOH , set the reason as a command 
cp SW DATA, ACMD SW ; command sw pressed? 
r z,SETUPDRSTATE ; it so go up 
ret 

SETUPDIRSTATE: 
ld ONEP2.10D , set the 1.2 sectinter 
ip SETUP DIRSTATE 

work dr 
f po. WORKLIGHT : toggle work light 

id LIGHT TIMER HI, OFFH ; set the timer ignore dnposret 
re return 

STOP 

stop 
Wof , kick the dog 
cip FAREWF AG,088H ; test for the forced up flag 
jf nz,LEAVESTOP 
and po, LBC WORKLIGHT ; turn off light EAVESTOP: 
k LIGHT FLAG.ooh allow blink 
and po, ALB C MOTOR UP & AC MOTORDN ; disable motor 
Cp SW DATA, FLIGHT SW , debounced? light 
jr z,work stop 
k ReASON, OH , set the reason as radio command 
cp RADIO CMD, OAAH test for a radio command 
p 2,SET ON DIRSTATE ; if so go down 
d REASON,00H Set the reason as a contrand 
cip SW DATA, ACMDSW ; commandsw pressed? 
P 2,SETDN DIRSTATE ; if so go dow 
ret 

Work stop: 
f p0, WORKLIGHT ; toggle work light 

Yadar 
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ld LIGHT TIMER HE, OFFH set the timer ignore 
stop ret 

ret , return 

SET THE AUTOREW STATE 

SETAREv_STATE: 
d 
d STATE, AUTO REV ; it we got here, then reverse notor 
r SET ANY 

set THE STOPPED STATE - 

SET stop STATE. 
d 
ld STATESTOP 
ir SET ANY 

SET THE DOWNDIRECTION STATE 

SETDN DiRSTATE: 
d 
ld STATE, ONDIRECTION ; energize doof 
cir FAREWFUAG , one shot the forced feverse 
t p2, DNLIMT ; are we at down krnit? 
r nz,SET ANY if not at limit set din 

; eise set the din position 

SET_DN POS STATE 
d 
id STATE, ADNPOSITION ; load new state 
r SET ANY 

SE THE UPORECONSTATE 

SETUP_DIR_STATE: 
d 
clf forced down ; clear the flag for skiping early limit 
d STATE, UP DiRECTION 
tr p2.UPLIMIT ; have we reached the limit 
jr nz,SETANY if not set the state 

; else fall throught and setpos state 
SET THE UP POSTONSAE 

SETUP POS STATE: 
d 

id STATE-UP POSITION 
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SET ANY SAE 

SETANY 
ld BSTATESTATE ; Set the backup state 
d 

clf RPM COUNT ; clear the rpm counter 
clf BRPM Count 
ld AUTO DELAY hl, AUTO_Hi , set the .5 second auto rew timer 
ld AUTO DELAY LO, AUTO.O; 
d BAUTO DELAYH1, AUTOhi; set the .5 second auto rew timer 
d BAUTO DELAY LO, #AUTOLO 
ld FORCE IGNORE, ONE SEC ; set the force ignore timer to one sec 
ld BFORCE IGNORE, ONE SEC; set the force ignore time? to one sec 
8 

clf RADIO CMD ; one shot 
c RPMACOUNT ; clear the rpm active counter 
ld LiMIT, IMT COUNT 
ld MOTOR TIMER.H.A.MOTOR HI 
ld MOTOR TIMERLO, MOTOR LO 
id STACKREASON, REASON , save the terrp reason 
ic STACKFLAGOFFh ; set the flag TURNON LIGHT: 
ld LIGHT TIMER H SET TIME_H ; set the light period 
d LIGHT TIMERLOSET TIME LO : 
id PRELIGHT, SET TIME PRE 
d LIGHTS.PO ; read the light state 
and LIGHTS.WORKLIGHT 
r nz.lighton ... if the light is on skip clearing lightoff 
cr MOTDEL , clear the motor delay lighton: 

THIS THE AUXLARY OBSTRUCTION INTERRUPT ROUTINE 

k OBS COUNT,6d ; reset pulse counter (no obstruction) 
and imr, 11110111b ; turn off the interupt for up to 500uS 
ld AOBSTEST,11d - , reset the test timer 

f AOBSF,000.0001 OB ... set the flag of got a aobs 
ifet return from int. 

RPM 
push rip ; save current pointer 
sp ARPMGROUP point to these reg 
d rpm temp hi.TOEXT read the timer extension 
ld rpm tempo,TO tead the timer 
tm RowdOO 100008 ; test for a pending interrupt 
r z, RPMTIMEOK if not then time ok RPMTMEERROR 

with 
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trt 
ir 
dec 

pMMECK: 
and 

c 
d 
f 
l 

Sud 
sbc 
trn 
ir 
ld 
d 
sub 
sibc 

RPMTEME FOUND 
d 
d 
e 
d 
ap 
f 
cp 
f 

tJS: 
c 
r 
tra 
jr 

CuRC: 
r 

cir 
ei 
r 

NCRPM. 
ic 
inc 
inc 

SKPC: 
inc 
d 
d 

ei 
SKPPoge: 

pop 
ire 
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rpm temple, 10000008 
zipitok 
rpm emph 

irr, 111111b. 

rpm 2pasthi, rpm past.hi 
rpm 2pasto,rp? pasto 
rpm past hirpm emphi 
pm pasto.printempo 
rpm diff hipm2past hi 
rpm diffic, pn2pasto 
rpm diffio, rpm pasto 
rpm diff hi, rpm pasth 
rpm diffh, 10000000b 
z, RPM TEME FOUND 
rpm diff hi.rpm past.hi 
rpm diffic, rpm pastko 
rpm diffko.rpin 2pasto 
rpm diffhi,pm2past.hi 

rpm period hirpm dirhi 
rpm period ko, rpm difio 

rpm periodhi, 12 
it.SCPC 
STAEos 
z,CRC 

StATE.02h 
nz, INCRPM 
P2, UPLMIt 
nz, NCRPM 

RPM Count 
BRPM Count 

SKPC 

RPM COUNT 
BRPM count 
RPM ACOUNT 

RPMACOUNT 

rpm time out 15D 
BRPM TIME OUT15D 

04 

, test or timer reload 
, if no feload time is ok 
; if reloaded then dec the hito resync 

, turn off the interupt for up to 500uS 

, Save the past for testing 

transfer the present into the past 

: transfer the past into the difference 

; find the difference 
; test for neg number 
; if the time is contect then jump 
, transfer the temp into the difference 

find the difference 

, transfer the difference to the period 

, test for a period of at least 6.44 mS 
; if the period is less then skip counting 
test of he down in?t state 

; it set clear the counter 

, test for the up limit state 
; if not then increment the rpm state 
, test for the up limit still set 
, if not then set 

, clear the rpm counter 

, increase the rpm count 
; increase the rpm count 
; increase the rpm count 

; increase the rpm count 

; set the rpm Tax period as 30ms 
; set the rpm max period as 30ms 
; it rpm not updated by then reverse 

; return the p 
return : 

104 
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- - - HIS IS THE SWITCH TESSUsroUtin 

STATUS 
O-> COMMANCEST 
1 - WORKLIGH TEST 
2: WACATIONES 
3 sa CHARGE 

SWITCH DATA 
O - CPEN 
1 s COMMAND CMD SW 
2 ex WORKGHT LIGHT SW 
4 s WACAON VACSW - 

switches 
call RS232 
ei 

clf SW DATA ; set the default to open ide 
cp STATUS, FO3d ; test for illegal number 
jp ugt.start , if so reset 
jp 2,Charge ; if it is 3 then goto charge 
cp STATUS,02d test for vacation 
ip z. VACATION Test ; if so then jump 
cp STATUS, AO1d ; test for worklight 
ip z, WORKLIGHT TEST ; if so then jump 

else it id con?tand COMMAND TEST: 
cp WACF AG,00H : test for vacation mode 
jr z,COMMAND TEST , if no vacation skip flash 

inc WACFLASH ; increase the vacation flash timer 
cp WACFLASH.10 , test the vacation flash period 
ir ult, COMMAND TEST1 ; it lower period skip flash 
and p3, CGHARGE SW ; turt of wallswitch 
of p3, DISSW , enable discharge 
cip WACFLASHA60 , test the time delay for max 
jr. nz.NOTFLASHED ; if the flash is not done jump and ret 
cif WACFLASH restart the tither 

NOFLASHEO - 

ret returt 

COMMAND TEST1: 
m po, SWITCHES ; oommandsw pressed? 

jr nz,CMoopeN ; open command 
r PO, 10000000 ; test the second command input ir nz, CMOPEN 

CMDCLOSED: closed cornard 
cal DECWAC decrease vacation debounce 
cal OECLGH ; decrease light debounce 
cip CMD DEB, OFFH test for the Tax number 

pree 
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d 
c 

inc 

SKipcwonC: 

f 
GOTACMD. 

l 
cric c 

r 

cal 
cr 

r 

cal 
SKIPLEARN: 

ld 
CMDEX 

e 

CMODELEX: 
ret 

CMOOPEN 

OELLOOP: 

t 
jf 
call 
cal 
cai 

r 

TESTW, 

fet 

WORKLIGHT TEST: 
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zSKCOC ; if at the max skip inc 

CMDDEB increase the debouncer 
BCMD DEB increase the debouncer 

CMD DEB, CMDMAKE 
nz,CMDEX , if not made then exit 

LAST CMD,055H , set the last command as command 
SWDATA, CMD SW , set the switch data as contrand 
AuXEARNSW100d is test the time 
ug.SKIPLEARN 
Rp 
#EARNEE GRP 
SELEARN , set the lear rode 
SWDATA ; clear the chd 
RP 
po, LIGHON ;turn on the light 
TURN ON LIGHT ; turn on the light 

CMD DEB.AOFFH ; set the debouncer of one sho 
BCMD DEB, OFFH , set the debouncer to fone shot 

p3. CHARGE SW ; turn on the charge system 
p3, CDISSW 
SWITCH DELAY CMD DELE ; set the delay time to 8mS 
STAUSCARG ; charge time 

; command switch open 
p3, Le C CHARGESW turt of charging sw 
p3, otSSW ; enable discharge 
DELAYC16d ; set the time delay 

OELAYC 
nz, dOP ; loop till delay is up 
po, SWITCHES ; commandine still high 
nz,TESW lfso return later 
ECWAC if not open ire decadebouncers 
CECLG 
DECCO s 
AUXARNSWOFF- turn of the aux earn switch 
CMOEX aid ex 

STATUS:w TEST ; set to test for a worklight 
return 

p0, SWITCHES ; command line still high 

yar 
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jf 
cal 
cal 
Cp 
r 
inc 

SKIPGHNC. 
CP 
f 

GOTALIGHT: 
d 
ld 
c 
r 
clf 
jr 

TESWAC2 
ld 
d 

LG-OELEX 
ret 

WACATION TEST. 
dinz 

ir 
cal 
cal 
c 
y 
C 

WACNCSKIP: 
cip 
r 

WACN 
p 

ir 

WACOUT 
p 
r 

GOTAWAC 
d 
d 

VACATION EXIT, 
d 

WACOELEX: 
ret 

EXTERROR: 
call 
ca 
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nz, TESTWAC2 
DECWAC 
DECCM) 
LIGHTDEB, OFFH 
2.SKPLIGHTINC 
LIGHTDEB 
LIGHTDEB, FLIGHTMAKE nz,CMOEXIT 

LIGHT DEB, OFFH 
SWDATA. LIGHTSW 
RRTO,101d - 
ugt,CMDEX 
AUXLEARNSW 
CMOEX 

STATUSAVAC. TEST 
switch delay.#WACDEL 

switch delay, WACDELEXIT 
p0, SWITCHES 
nz,XTERROR 
OECLGHT 
OECCMD 
WACDEB, NoFFH 
z.WACINCSKP 
VACDEB 

WACFLAGooh 
z, WACOUT 

WAC DEB, VAC MAKEN 
nz. VACATION EXIT 
GOTAVAC 

WAC DEB, WAC MAKE OUT 
nz, VACATIONEXIT 
WACCHANGEOAAH 
VAC DEB, OFFH 

10 

, exit setting to test for vacation 
: decrease the vacation debouncer 
, and the command debounce? 
test for the Tax 

; if at the max skip inc 
, inc debourhoer 

, test for the light make 
; if ' then recharge delay 

, set the debouncer tornax 
; set the data as worklight 
; test for code reception 
; if not then skip the seting of flag 
start the earn tinner 

; then recharge 

, set the next test as vacation 
; set the delay 

; return 

; command line still high 
: exit with a error setting open state 
; decrease the light debouncer 
, decrease the command debouncer 
, test for the Tax 
; skip the incrementing 
irc vacation debouncer 

test of vacation node 
; if not vacation use out time 

; test for the vacation make point 
; exit if no Tade 

; test for the vacation make point 
exit if not made 

; set the toggle data 
; Set vacation debouncer to tax 

SWITCH_DELAY, VAC-DELEX; set the delay STATUS.CHARGE 

OECCM) 
DECWAC 

; set the next test as charge 

; decrement the debouncers 
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cal 
c 
d 
ret 

charge. 
or 
and 
dec 
r 
ld 

charge ret 
re 

DECCMO 
GP 
r 
di 
dec 
dec 
ei 

SKPCMODEC: 
cp 
f 
di 
Clf 
cir 
e 

DECCMDEX 
fe 

OECLIGHT 
cp 
T 
cec 

SKPLIGHTDEC 
Cp 
r 
c 

OECIGHTEXT 
re 

DECWAC: 
Cp 
r 
dec 

SKPWACDEC: 
ap 
r 

OECWACN: 
cip 
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OECGH 
SWITCH DELAY, VAC_DELEX, set the delay 
STATUS, CHARGE , set the next test as charge 

p3, CHARGESW 
p3. CDISSW 
SWITCHDeLAY 
nz.charge ret 
STATUS, CMD TEST 

CMODEB, Yooh test for the min number 
zSKEPCModec ; if at the min skip dec 

CMD deB ; decrement debouncer 
BCMD DEB , decretent detourcef 

CMd DEB.CMD BREAK , if not at break then exit 
nz, DECCMDEX , if not break ther ext 

CMODEB ; reset the debouncer 
BCMD DEB , reset the debouncer 

; and exit 

LIGHTDEB, wooh ; test of the Thir nurthber 
zSKPLKGHTDEC ; if at the min skip dec 
LIGHTDEB ; decrement debcuncer 

LGHTDEBALIGHT BREAK ; if not a break then exit 
nz,CECLIGHTEXT - ; if not break then exit 
LiGHTDEB , reset the debouncer 

and exit 

WACDEB,00H ; test of the Tin number 
2.SKIPVACDEC, ; if at the min skip dec 
WAC deB ; decrement debouncer 

WACFLAG,00- : test for vacation rhode 
z, DECWACOUT if not vacation use out time 

VAC DEB, VAC, BREAKN ; test for the vacation break point 

112 
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jf 

OECWACOUT: 
cp 
Jr. 

CLEARWACOEB 
clr 

DECWACEX: 
ret 
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nCCWACEXT 
CEARWACEB 

114 

exit if not 

VAC DEB, FWAC BREAK OUT, test for the vacation break point 
nzoECWACEXT 

WACDEB 

exit if not 

, reset the debouncer 

; and exit 

PWM 
push rp 
Sp #PWMGROUP 
and p3.fic PWMH) 
trt p0, VDOWN COMP 
r nz, test up 
id dinternp, pulsewidth 

test up 
rt po, UP COMP 
r nz, updatepwith 
d up temp, pulsewidth 

update pwm 
add pulsewidth, 4 
dyna pwmcount.pwmexit 

GOT FORCE ADDRESS: 
e 
ref 
rvic 
rcf 

DN ADDRESS OK: 

kd 
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p2 OOOOOOOb test the 50/60 ti 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 

barrier, comprising: 
a barrier drive; 
means for detecting motion of the movable barrier; 
means for detecting when a barrier command Signal has 

been given to the barrier drive; 
means for Storing a commanded State of the barrier drive; 
means for comparing the commanded State with the 

motion indicated by Said barrier motion detection 
means, and for indicating if the motion conflicts with 
the commanded State; and 

means for generating an alarm Signal in response to the 
conflict indication of Said comparing means. 

2. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 1, further comprising means for 
enabling the alarm Signal generating means a preselected 
time interval following closure of the barrier. 

3. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 2, further comprising means for 
optically detecting the presence of an obstacle adjacent the 
barrier and producing an obstacle detection signal in 
response thereto, Said obstacle detection means being inhib 
ited in response to the means for enabling alarm Signal 
generation. 

4. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 1, further comprising a barrier 
position detection Switch for generating a barrier closure 
Signal when the barrier is Substantially closed and providing 
the barrier closure Signal to the means for generating the 
alarm Signal indicative of the fact that the barrier has been 
closed. 

5. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 1, further comprising means for 
causing the barrier drive to Supply a closing force to the 
movable barrier in response to the alarm Signal from the 
means for generating the alarm Signal. 

6. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 5, further comprising means for 
the barrier drive to cease Supplying a closing force after a 
predetermined time interval. 

7. A barrier operator for controlling a movable barrier, 
comprising, 

a down limit detector disposed to indicate whether said 
barrier is at a closed position or not; 

memory means for Storing one of a Set of States of Said 
barrier, the set of states including a CLOSED state 
indicating Said barrier is closed; 

alarm generation means, responsive to the barrier State 
Stored by Said memory means and Said down limit 
detector, for generating an alarm Signal when the Stored 
barrier state is CLOSED and said down limit detector 
indicates Said barrier is not at a closed position; and 

alarm enabling means for enabling Said alarm generation 
means a preselected time interval after Said barrier is 
closed. 

8. A barrier operator according to claim 7, wherein Said 
alarm enabling means is responsive to an indication from 
said down limit detector that said barrier is closed for 
initiating the preselected time interval. 

9. A barrier operator according to claim 7, further com 
prising: 
down motor Signal means, for providing a down motor 

Signal in response to Said alarm Signal; and 
a barrier drive responsive to Said down motor Signal for 

closing Said barrier. 
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10. A barrier operator according to claim 9, further 

comprising: 
obstacle detector for detecting an obstacle to movement of 

Said barrier, and for generating an obstacle signal in 
response thereto, and 

means for disabling Said barrier drive in response to the 
obstacle Signal. 

11. Abarrier operator according to claim 10, wherein Said 
obstacle detector comprises: 

an optical light emitter for emitting light; and 
an optical light detector for receiving the light from Said 

emitter, and generating a signal indicative of whether 
light is received from Said emitter or not. 

12. A barrier operator according to claim 9, wherein Said 
alarm enabling means is disposed to continuously enable 
without a preselected time delay Said alarm generation 
means after said alarm generation means has generated an 
alarm Signal, and after Said barrier drive has closed Said 
barrier in response to Said alarm Signal. 

13. A barrier operator according to claim 9, further 
comprising: 

a barrier drive motion detector for detecting actual motion 
of Said barrier drive and generating a motion Signal 
indicative thereof; wherein 

Said alarm generation means receives the motion signal 
and generates the alarm Signal when the Stored barrier 
state is CLOSED, said down limit detector indicates 
Said barrier is not at a closed position, and Said motion 
detector indicates motion of Said barrier drive. 

14. A barrier operator according to claim 9, further 
comprising: 

a command Signal receiver for receiving a signal com 
manding Said barrier to open, and generating an indi 
cation thereof; and 

means for providing an up motor Signal in response to the 
receiver indication; wherein 

Said barrier drive responds to the up motor Signal by 
opening Said barrier; and 

Said memory means Stores a State Selected from the Set of 
barrier states, other than the CLOSED state, in response 
to the receiver indication. 

15. A garage door operator for opening and dosing a 
garage door, comprising: 

a motor for moving the garage door; 
a down limit detector, for indicating when the garage door 

is moved to a closed position by Said motor; 
timer means enabled by the indication from said down 

limit detector that the garage door is closed, disposed to 
indicate when a preselected interval has expired; 

command Signal means for receiving a commanded State 
of the garage door; and 

a microprocessor responsive to Said command Signal 
means for causing Said motor to move the garage door 
to the commanded State, disposed to cause the motor to 
close the garage door when Said timer means indicates 
the preselected interval has expired, Said down limit 
detector indicates the garage door is not closed, and 
Said command Signal means has not received a new 
commanded State. 

16. Agarage door operator according to claim 15, further 
comprising: 

a tachometer for detecting rotation of Said motor, and for 
providing an indication thereof to Said microprocessor, 
wherein 
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Said microprocessor is disposed to cause Said motor to 
close the garage door when Said timer means indicates 
the preselected interval has expired, Said tachometer 
indicates Said motor has rotated beyond a preselected 
threshold, and Said command Signal means has not 
received a new commanded State. 

17. A garage door operator according to claim 15, further 
comprising: 

an optical obstacle detector, for optically detecting the 
presence of an obstacle adjacent the garage door and 
producing an obstacle detection Signal in response 
thereto, wherein 

Said microprocessor is responsive to the obstacle detec 
tion Signal to cease causing Said motor to close the 
garage door. 

18. Agarage door operator according to claim 15, wherein 
Said command Signal means comprises a radio frequency 
receiver. 

19. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier, comprising: 

a barrier drive, 
a motion detector for detecting motion of the movable 

barrier, 
a command Signal detector for detecting when a barrier 
command Signal has been given to the barrier drive, 

circuitry for Storing a commanded State of the barrier 
drive, 

a controller for comparing the commanded State with the 
motion indicated by Said barrier motion detector, and 
for indicating if the motion conflicts with the com 
manded State, and 

a Signal generator for generating an alarm Signal in 
response to the conflict indication of Said controller. 

20. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 19, further comprising apparatuS 
for enabling the alarm Signal generator a preselected time 
interval following closure of the barrier. 

21. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 20, further comprising an 
obstacle detector for optically detecting the presence of an 
obstacle adjacent the barrier and producing an obstacle 
detection signal in response thereto, Said obstacle detector 
being inhibited in response to the Signal generator for 
enabling alarm Signal generation. 

22. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 19, further comprising a barrier 
position detection Switch for generating a barrier closure 
Signal when the barrier is substantially closed and providing 
the barrier closure Signal to the Signal generator indicative 
of the fact that the barrier has been closed. 

23. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 19, further comprising apparatuS 
for enabling the barrier drive to supply a closing force to the 
movable barrier in response to the alarm Signal from the 
Signal generator for generating the alarm Signal. 

24. A barrier operator for opening and closing a movable 
barrier according to claim 23, wherein the barrier drive 
ceaseS Supplying a closing force after a predetermined time 
interval. 

25. A barrier operator for controlling a movable barrier, 
comprising: 

a down limit detector disposed to indicate whether said 
barrier is at a closed position or not; 

memory for Storing One of a set of States of Said barrier, 
the set of States including a CLOSED State indicating 
Said barrier is closed 
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an alarm generator, responsive to the barrier State Stored 

by Said memory and Said down limit detector, for 
generating an alarm Signal when the Stored barrier 
State is CLOSED and Said down limit detector indicates 
Said barrier is not at a closed position, and 

an alarm enabler for enabling Said alarm Signal genera 
tor a preselected time interval after said barrier is 
closed. 

26. A barrier operator according to claim 25, wherein 
Said alarm enabler is responsive to an indication from Said 
down limit detector that said barrier is closed for initiating 
the preselected time interval. 

27. A barrier operator according to claim 25, further 
comprising: 
down motor circuitry, for providing a down motor Signal 

in response to Said alarm Signal, and 
barrier drive responsive to Said down motor Signal for 

closing Said barrier. 
28. A barrier operator according to claim 27, further 

comprising: 
obstacle detector for detecting an obstacle to movement of 

Said barrier, and for generating an Obstacle Signal in 
response thereto, and for disabling Said barrier drive 
in response to the Obstacle Signal. 

29. A barrier operator according to claim 28, wherein 
Said obstacle detector comprises. 

an optical light emitter for emitting light, and 
an optical light detector for receiving the light from Said 

emitter, and generating a Signal indicative of whether 
light is received from Said emitter or not. 

30. A barrier operator according to claim 27, wherein 
Said alarm enabler is disposed to continuously enable 
without a preselected time delay Said alarm generator after 
Said alarm generator has generated an alarm Signal, and 
after Said barrier drive has closed said barrier in response 
to Said alarm Signal. 

31. A barrier operator according to claim 27, further 
comprising: 

a barrier drive motion detector for detecting actual 
motion of Said barrier drive and generating a motion 
Signal indicative thereof; 

wherein Said alarm generator receives the motion Signal 
and generates the alarm Signal when the Stored barrier 
State is CLOSED, Said down limit detector indicates 
Said barrier is not at a closed position and Said motion 
detector indicates motion of Said barrier drive. 

32. A barrier operator according to claim 27, further 
comprising: 

a command Signal receiver for receiving a Signal com 
manding Said barrier to Open, and generating an 
indication thereof, and 

circuitry for providing an up motor Signal in response to 
the receiver indication: wherein 

Said barrier drive responds to the up motor Signal by 
opening Said barrier, and 

Said memory Stores a State Selected from the set of barrier 
States, Other than the CLOSED State, in response to the 
receiver indication. 

33. A garage door Operator for Opening and closing a 
garage door comprising: 

a motor for moving the garage door, 
a down limit detector, for indicating when the garage door 

is moved to a closed position by Said motor, 
a timer enabled by the indication from Said down limit 

detector that the garage door is closed, disposed to 
indicate when a preselected interval has expired; 
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a command Signal receiver for receiving a commanded 
State of the garage door, and 

a microproceSSOr responsive to Said command Signal 
receiver for causing Said motor to move the garage 
door to the commanded State, disposed to cause the 
motor to close the garage door when Said timer indi 
cates the preselected interval has expired, said down 
limit detector indicates the garage door is not closed, 
and Said command Signal receiver has not received a 
new commanded State. 

34. A garage door operator according to claim 33, further 
comprising: 

a tachometer for detecting rotation of Said motor, and for 
providing an indication thereof to Said microproceSSOr, 
wherein 

Said microproceSSOr is disposed to cause Said motor to 
close the garage door when said timer indicates the 
preselected interval has expired, said tachometer indi 
cates Said motor has rotated beyond a preselected 
threshold, and Said command Signal receiver has not 
received a new commanded State. 

35. A garage door operator according to claim 33, further 
comprising: 

an optical obstacle detector, for optically detecting the 
presence of an Obstacle adjacent the garage door and 
producing an Obstacle detection Signal in response 
thereto, wherein 

Said microprocessor is responsive to the obstacle detec 
tion Signal to cease causing Said motor to close the 
garage door. 

36. A garage door Operator according to claim 33, 
wherein Said command Signal receiver comprises a radio 
frequency receiver. 

37. A barrier operator for opening and closing a barrier 
comprising: 

a command Signal receiver for receiving barrier open and 
barrier close Signals directing the Opening Or closing 
respectively of the barrier, 
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a barrier drive responsive to barrier open and barrier 

close Signals for Opening and closing the barrier, 
respectively, 

a closed limit detector for Sensing the closed State of the 
barrier, and 

a barrier controller responsive to received command 
Signals and the closed limit detector for generating an 
alarm Signal when the barrier has been in the closed 
position and an attempt is made to raise the door when 
no door open command has been received. 

38. A barrier operator according to claim 37 comprising 
a timer enabled by the closed limit detector for indicating 
that a predetermined period of time has passed. 

39. A barrier operator according to claim 37 wherein the 
barrier drive responds to the alarm Signal by applying a 
closing force to the barrier. 

40. A method of controlling a movable barrier for move 
ment between an Open position and a closed position com 
prising: 

receiving barrier movement commands including barrier 
Open commands directing opening movement of the 
barrier and barrier close commands directing a closing 
movement of the barrier, 

moving the barrier to the closed position in response to a 
barrier close command; 

Sensing that the barrier has been moved to the closed 
position, and 

generating an alarm Signal when the Sensing Step indi 
cates that the barrier has moved from the closed 
position, and the receiving Step does not indicate that 
a barrier open command has been received. 

41. The method of claim 40 comprising directing closing 
movement of the barrier in response to the alarm Signal. 


